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City voters opt for status quo·
Drys win in low
student turnout
By KEVIN PATTON
Editor in Chief

In Tuesday's election, the city
of Murray decided by a greater
margin than in 1985 to keep the
sale of alcohol illegal in the city.
The question to legalize the
sale of alcohol was voted down
3,223 to 2,296, a 927-vote
margin.
"I was totally surprised by the
margin of victory for the dry
side," said Dr. Tom Green of the
Dry Leag11e.
In the last similiar election in
1985, the issue was voted down
by 717 votes. However, 884
fewer people voted in Tuesday's
election than voted in the 1985
election.
With over 10,000 voters
registered in the city precincts,
only 5,519 voted, a 54 percent
voter turnout.
In the fifth precinct, which in·
eludes most of the Uni\·crsity,
only 821 of 2,504 registered
votel's actually voted, a 33 per·
cent turnout rate.
The fifth precinct was one of

Photo by ROBERT CALDWELL

SUPPORTERS OF THE Co mmlt1ee for a Progressive Murray campaign at t he amphitheater In
front of Elizabeth Hall. (From left) Sherrl Porter, a aenlor f rom Owensboro , Bill Brown, a senior
from Owensboro and Shawn Ford, a freshman from Morganfield, try to get passers-by to vote.

that age group. The •·entity is

only two precincts that voted to ty precincts.
legalize the sale. The other
"1' h c y (the s l u dents)
precinct was the ninth. The registered, but they did not pull
wets won m those precincts, the lever," Chaney said. ''I jm;t
562 - 259 and 275-259 , don'tknowwhy."
respectively.
He said the students may
Joe Chaney of C·.~ Committee have displayed the typical
for a Progressive Murray said apathy that is associated with
he could not explain the low tur- the 18-25 year old age group.
nout, especially in the Universi · ''The worst voter apathy is in

that they just don't vote."
"I guess a lot of people were
burnt out on the issue," Nathan
YancyoftheCFPMsaid.
"Frankly, I think people are
glad it's over," GrQen.snid.
There may be a number of
people left on the books,
especially in the fifth precinct,

City tests State law
in wet/dry election
By KEVIN PATTON
Editor In Chief

Although the weUdry election
may have been important in
Murray, a new state law first
used in this election may have
implications state·wide.
KRS 117.235 paragraph one
says, "No person, other than
the election officers and
challengers, shall be permitted
within the voting room while
the vote is being polled, except
for the purpose of voting or except by authority of the election
officers to keep order and en·
force the law."
When members of the news
media arrived at the polling
places Tuesday to cover the

election as they bad in the past,
they were told by election
workers they could not enter
the building.
According to the law, in effect
since July 15, no person is
allowed in the polling room
unless they authoriz('d to be
there.
Teresa Rushing, Calloway
County clerk, said she inter·
preted "no person" to mean "no
person" including members of
the press. She said the law was
intended to prevent electioneer·
ing and exit polling in the
voting building and not to preSee STATE LAW
Page 14A
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from the 1985 election who no
longer Jive in Murray, Green
and Yancy said. This would
cause the number of potential
voters to be lower than it actually seems.
The lack of campus leadership
in the campaign, as there was
in 1985, might have lost student votes also, Chaney said.
Eddie Allen, Student Govern·
ment Association president,
said he was not sure why the
turnout was so low in the fifth
precinct. "I have no idea, but I
did talk to a lot of students who
said they were going to vote."
If the remaining students who
were registered had voted, the
election totals would tell a different story. "I think it would
have turned the election. That's
where It was lost (in the f'tfth
precinct)," Chaney said.
"I knew we were going to lose
about 3 p.m. when they said it
was a low turnout." Yancy said.
"l knew a low turnout would
not be good for us."
'reresa Rushing, Calloway
County clerk, said she did not
notice the low voter turnout.
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Murray•s wet/dry e lection
GraphiC by KEVIN PATTOH
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ROB FLYNN of McCoy and McCoy Hazardous Waste Management and Tom Smith of the
Evergreen Group Hazardous Waste Management team get sprayed off by Ruth Lancaster, also
of the the Evergreen Group, during a training session near Roy Stewart Stadium Sept.19. At
right, Tom Whitley of the Evergreen Group gets a hand with his protective suit during a training
session.

Waste management class started
A course for training hazar.
dous wast.e workers was begun
at Murray State Sept. 19.
About 15 industry represen·
tatives will be involved with
the 40·hour.per-week course to
train workel's .ut hazardou.c;
waste ~;ites.
The training program is funded by a $780,000 grant to the
department of safety engineering and health on the campus
by the National Institute for
Environmental Health
Sciences of the U.S. Public
Health Service.
The 40-hour course runs Mon·
day through Ft·iday. and is t,be
first offered in Kentucky and
the surrounding area. It fulfills
a regulation of the U.S. Oc-

cupational Safety and Health
Administration COSHA> for
training hazardous waste
workers.
"Most of the workers we are
training already have a job
working with a company that
handles hazardous waste,'' said
Merritt Lake, dirt..>etor of the
training project. "They jusl
don't have the training that
they need to do their job
effectively."
Murray State is the only
university in Kentucky thal is
authorized as a training site in
the Midwest Consortium for
Hazardous Waste Worker
Training, which has its hend

quarters at the University of
Cincinnati.
Besides Murray State and
Cincinnati, six other universities, two labor coalitions and
a medical center make up the
consortium, which is one of 11
nationwide. The other univer·
sities are the University of
Kentucky, the University of Dlinois, Purdue Univet·sity,
Michigan State University, the
University of Michigan and the
University of Wisconsin.
UK and the University of
Michigan will serve as
evaluators of the training

University for the other
students in the department of
safety engineering and
Jerry Mansfield, coordinator health," Lake said. "It has also
of the program, and Jeff Steen given us some positive public
lead instructor fot• the progra~ relations, :rince we're working
have been at. Murray State with some big-name
since mid ..January and have universities."
worked with representitives
Other courses to be offered in
from the University of Tllinois hazardous waste training are
and the University of Wiscon· an eight-hour coll!'se for supersin to develop the course.
visors of hazardous waste sites:
a
24·hour coll!'se for firefighters
Faculty members in the
department of safety engineer· and other emergency workers
ing and health will assist in the who respond to calls at hazar·
dous waste sites; and a 24·hout·
program.
prog~·am.
course for workers at facilities
The well·established program
"This program has brought a generating waste or providing
of the department for safety lot of new equipment to the treatment, storage or disposal.

3 men arrested, charged
with Mr. Gatti's robbery
By TODD 0 . ROSS

Edttor
Three men, arrested on
charges of armed robbery in
connection with the Mr. Gatti's
robbery Sept. 12, appeared
before the Calloway County
District Court for a preliminary
hearing Wednesday.
News

Detective Sgt. Charles Peeler
received a telephone tip from an
informant Sunday and another
Lip Monday night that the tht·ee
suspects, Michael Lee Able,
Robert Anthony Carter and
Lonnie Henderson, were in
Mayfield.
The three men had been ar·
re:;ted in Mayfield Monday on
charges of an alleged rape. They
were released.

Peeler, following up on the
tips, went to Mayfield and, as a
result of the rape investigation,
read the three men their rights
and questioned them concern·
ing the Murray robbery.
Peeler testified at the hearing
that the statements from the
three men gave evidence of involvement in the robbery. They
were arrested and brought to
Mll!'ray.
Peeler said that in Bender·
son's written statement, the
24-year-old from Jeffersonville,
Ind., said he. Able and Carter
had gone to Mr. Gatti's and
Able had gone in first to ask
when the place closed. He said
he and Carter pulled around to
the rear entrance and entered
the restaurant.

engineering and health was the
primary reason Murray State
was approved as a training site.

Able, a 25·year -old from
Louisville, said in his statement
that the three were riding
around town and that he dropped Carter and Henderson off at
Mr. Gatti's.
Carter's statement was
similar to Henderson's.
A black stocking mask was
recovered from a jacket worn by
Henderson. The cap was
reportedly worn by Carter, a
21-year-old from Cincinnatti.
Also recovered was a 9mm
automatic hand gun believed to
be t~. 'weapon used in the rob·
bery. No cash was recovered.
The three men are each being
held in the Calloway County
Jail on a $25,000 bond.

Freshman dies in wreck
on West Ky. Parkway
Funeral services for Edward Madisonville. They are also
Vance Lickteig, 18, a students at Murray State
freshman at Murray State University.
University, were Wednesday
Lickteig was a University
at Saints Peter and Paul Scholar with a four-year
Catholic Church, Danville, scholarship. He was a 1988
where he was a member.
graduate of Danville High
School.
Lickteig died in a traffic ac·
Survivors are his parents
cident Sunday at 4;45 p.m. on
Western Kentucky Parkway Norbert and Ann McClellan
about 26 miles east of Dawson Lickteig, Danville; one sister,
Springs. Kentucky State Joetta Lickteig and one
Police at Madisonville said brother, Steven Lickteig, Cin·
the car hit a bridge wall on cinnati, Ohio; his grand·
the driver's side and Lickteig mother Mrs. Dorothy
Lickteig, Louisvtlle.
died at the scene.
Two pa!lsengers, Scott Benson, 18, Gravel Switch, and
John Shannon, 18, Danville,
were treated and released at
the Regional Medical Cent.er,

The family requested that
expressions of sympathy ~ake
the form of contributions to
the WHAS Crusade for
Children, Louisville.
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Universities raise issues
Kentucky's funding plan
By TODD 0. ROSS
News Ed1tor
The Kentucky Council on
Higher Education's formula use
policy and lhP formula rate
have been major issues at the
funding formula review hearings the past month.
The eighl st ate universities
will have completed the review
hearings after the University of
Kentucky's hearing today.
David Denton, chairman of
the Finance Committee, said
that there were varying opinions about the use policy
among the eight universities.
At Murray State's review
bearing Sept. 19, Denton said
that the University of
Louisville and UK were on
record saying that there should
be some change in the formula
use policy to first try and get
those institutions that are fur·
ther behind in funding caught
up with the rest.
In a story in the University of
Louisville newspaper, The
Louisville Cardinal, the major
issue was the full funding of the
CHE formula:
U of L President Don Swain
announced at their review hearing on Sept. 12 that the university would seek 100 percent of
the formula funding.
Swain also said he wanted to
see some changes in the formula use policy. He said he
wanted to see the formula
become more responsive to the
mission of each individual in·
s titution and reduce the
teaching loads of faculty to
allow them more time for
research.
U of L is currently funded at
84 percent of t he benchmark
median. UK is alSo at 84
percent.
Northern Kentucky Universi·

'I am saying that we
(Murray State) have a
heavy service load and
we are carrying it with
a low student base
and that makes things
very difficult. '
-Stroup
ty, which met with the CHE
Monday, also had problems
with the formula use policy, according to reports from the
university newspaper, The
Northerner.
Kentucky's formula pays a
school a certain amount for
each course and pays more for
higher-level courses. For example, the CHE pays a particular
amount for 100-200 level
English classes, a higher
amount for 300-400 level
English courses and an even
higher amount for 500-600
graduate level English courses.
The rates for the 500-600 level
courses are higher because it
costs more for the "instructional support, faculty and
library facilities," said Dr.
James Booth, vice president for
academic affairs.
NKU, located in Highland
Heights, is basically an
undergraduate institution and
therefore does not get much
money from graduate level
courses.
The Northerner reported that
the university wants the whole
funding policy re-evaluated to
adjust to its basic mission which
has been to be an
undergraduate school.
NKU stands at 92 percent of
the benchmark median.
The College Heights Herald at
Western Kentucky University

re~rted that the university offictals are avidly seeking full
funding of the formula in order
to mcrease faculty salaries.
Stroup said she still agrees
with the wording of the formula
policy - two-thirds of the funding is divided evenly among
the eight universities and the
remaining one-third is divided
proportionately according to
how close an institution is to
100 percent of the benchmark
median (more money going to
those further from the median).
She said she does have problems with the application of
the formula.
Stroup said she would like to
see allowances made for universities that carry a heavy service
load.
She said she is amazed at the
service load that Kentucky
universities carry - a load that
government agencies normally
handle in other states.
For example, Stroup said that
Murray State's Small Business
Development Center is carrying
four subcenters (Murray,
Hopkinsville, Owensboro and a
proposed center at Paducah).
This makes Murray State's
proportion of the business
greater because of the large
area that is being served, said
Ed Davis, director of MSU's
Small Business Development
Center.
"We serve 24 counties which
covers three regions - the
Jackson Purchase, the Pen- •
nyrile and Green River," Davis
said. "A large percentage of the
client~; in the state are Reen
through this center.''
~urray State, ~orehead
State University and UK have
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University needs money
Alumni help inadequate funds
"Money makes the world go
'round."
No one knows the truth of this old
adage better than those in the world
of a university.
Our University, as most, balances
in a precarious position between
charitable contributions and, for the
most part inadequate, fundings from
the state.
The alumni have long been the
charitable milking cows for their
alma mater. Their contributions fill
in the cracks and gaps in a university's budget when money from the
state doesn't cover all the holes.
"People have the misperception
\hat the state provides Murray State
with all the money we need. It
doesn't," said Chuck Ward, the
director of development.
The commonwealth of Kentucky
provides only 66 to 69 percent of the
funds needed . The remaining
percentage has to come from other
sources, including private donations, Ward said.
For the 1987-88 fiscal year gifts
from 3,675 alumni added up to more
than $290,000, Ward said.
Approximately 90 percent of this
money goes to the academic com·

munity and scholarship aid. The
other 10 percent goes to athletics, he
said.
Obviously, this University needs
money to maintain standards that
students have come to expect and
deserve.
Despite this fact, organizations
such as the Student Government
Association have been working with
the same budget since 1979, said Eddie Allen, president of SGA.
Universities have had to become
more creative in recent years to
track down funds.
The 1988-89 phonathon began
Monday, in an attempt to raise
money for individual departments
and organizations. And again, it is
hoped that the alumni will dig deeply into their pockets.
If the first day is any indication,
Lhey will continue in their generosity. The first day's total set a record
....
with $6,870 in pledges.
A~LD6f£S""' ..)~,PAUL., Ul:l-llo~Recently, the Council on Higher
Unfortunately, individuals rather
Education reviewed its funding forThe pleas for money have fallen on
mula before the eight state univer- the deaf ears of the governor, but the than the state government have had
sities. Not surprisingly, there is a facts remain. A university needs to pick up the slack.
Hopefully the generosity of alumni
lack of money and no scheduled money to continue providing quality
financial increases until after 1990, higher education and it has to come will continue where the generosity
of the state bas fallen short.
and probably beyond.
from some place.

-

FEEDBACK------Ad angers professor
To the Editor·
As a member of the faculty of
this univer:~ity, I was absolutely
outraged by the Dry League advertisement on page eight of the Sepl.
23 issue of ThC' Murray State News.
College professors have as much
right as anyone else to the public
expression of their political or
religious opinions.
But it iA pa·udent for us to
re member that wh(·n we wrap
ourselves in the authority of out·
po:~ition m· discipline, we a&sume
various responsibilities.
It seems to me t.hat the 32 individuals who listed their names
and departmental affiliations in
that ad may have done ~mething

considerably beyond the expression of their personal opinions.
That ad addressed itself to
students. solicited a particular
vote from them on a highly charged issue and said, "we ... have all of
vou in our classes."
• The ad made it very clear thnl
these were professors (who grade
and otherwise evaluate studcntRl
and li!rted 16 academic depru·trnents in which they teach.
I trunk it may easily hnve been
taken as intimidation by !;tudcnt:~
who have classes in those departments. In my opinion, thnt ad was
extremely inappropriate.
Thomas B. Posey
1511 London Dr.

Student complains about telelphones
To the Editor:
Lately, television has been bombarded
with all types of telephone company commercials telling us they're the best.
There are so many to choose from these
days that AT&T no longer has a monopo
ly on the public's phones.
Among the commericals, Sprint phone
service uses humorous ways to show how
bad phone service can hurt a business.
Yes, those commericnls do tickle our fun·
ny bones, but it'~ not so funny when it
actually happens.
l am refetring to the campu~ phone
system. It's atrocious. Every night, I
repeat, every night, since the Remestcr
began I've been unable tn gel an outside
line nftcr 8 p.m. li's starting to get a lit·
r

tie bit annoying, to say the least. Even
my friends who live off campus have
been unable to reach me at night. What
if there were an emergency? How would
I call for help?
This has got to change. If the phone
system is unable to handle the extra
phones in use then the University
should have a new system installed. It's
not only aggravating but dangerous.
I often wonder, as l'm trying to place
an important call, if D1·, Stroup is also
waiting fo1· nn outside line at Oakhurst
or does she have her phone service with
South Central Bell.
Angela M. Hnzel
Graduate s tudent

Voter wants Amendement Two
To the Editor:
On November 8, when students are in
the voting booth to vote for a president,
they may see something on the ballot
with whtch they are unfamilar.
There will be two amendments for
Kentucky voters to vote on One is the
lottery. which by now, most of us know
about. 'fhe other, Amendment Two will
be to limit the abuses of the broad form
deed.
We in western Kentucky haven't
hcHrd much about this i!:lsue ·because it
n:Jnlly will have a much greater impact
on the ttastcrn part of the state.
However, all Kentuckians are being asked to make a decision on this important
matter, so we all need to know the facts .
Broad form deeds were used to buy up
coal, mainly in the Appalachian areas,
from about 1880-1930. These deeds
separated ownership of land from ownership of the minerals underneath. At this
time, only deep mining was in use.
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There was no problem until about 1950
when strip mining began. These deeds
were then interpreted to allow coal companies to get to their minerals in the
way which best suited them, e\'en iftbis
meant strip-mining farm~, timbering
and bulldozing homes. All of thi,.; even
against the surface owner's objection~;,
and with no compensation to thE·
landowner:
This is where Amendment Two comes
in. This ·HmendnH'nt specifically would
say that the coal may only be mined by
methods which were known at the time
the deeds were signed. This is unless the
surface owner gives permissiOn fot·
another method to be used.
Broad form deeds have been a horror
for eastern Kentuckians for more than
30 years. Help them to protect their
homes nnd land by voting "yes" on Con·
stitutional Amendment Two.
Laura Walden
Senior

,John Watson
Sport• Ed1c.or

I I I Wohon Hall
Unl\t-nity ~h•Unn
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Film provokes serious thought Student raises question
Betrayed has been called, by
some, one of the most disturbing films of the decade. I
agree.
Betrayed is a physically and
psychologically violent movie
that left. me nauseated and
close to tears.
In the beginning, Betrayed
tells a simple story. One of a
wheat farmer, played by Tom
Berenger, who falls in love
with a combine worker, played
by Debra Winger.
This is not a simple, innocent movie, however. It is an
intense examination of the attitudes and actions of whitesupremacy groups in the
United States.
Ignorant, small-minded people are characterized in this
fil~. They stew in their
miSerable lives and blame
anyone but themselves for
their own misfortunes.
"The dirty Jew bankers and
their nigger police" are seen,
by them, as their worst threat.
They react to the supposed
threat the only way people of
such a mentality recognize.
Violence. This is their tool for
accomplishing any act they
feel justified in doing.
These supremacists talk
about "keeping America for
Americans." They kill
minorities in so-called selfdefense of the white race.
They even spread this ig-

COMMENTARY
By

norance to their young
children, who blindly aceept
the words of their parents.
The glaring hypocrisy of
self-righteousness is evident
in this film. The cbaract.ers
feel no shame in calling
themselves Christians and
killing other human beings at
the same time. They pray
fervently in church, when, just
the night before, they had killed with equal fervor.
This is ironic. I always had
the foolish notion that Christian meant "Christ-like." Was
the chapter about Christ being
a white-supremist, racially·
motivated murderer left out of
the Bible?
One of the most terrifying
aspects of the movie is the
realization that this is not fiction. The people and places
may be fictitious, but the attitude portrayed in the film is
alive and well, unfortunately.
What people may not realize
is these radical attitudes are
dangerous to the health of our
nation. The supremacists'
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Patriotism is "the love of or
devotion to country." The
United States has long been a
symbol of refuge for all those
oppressed people looking for
something better in life. The
Constitution is geared to pro··
teet all citizens, not only those
...
of the majority.

Karen
Gallagher
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My complaint has two parts.
The first is visitor parking.
Some visitors choose to park in
a space near the place they are
visiting, not in spaces marked
for them.
This leaves the resident who
rents the space only a few alternatives. The resident can find a
space in visitor parking, park il·
legally or park at Stewart
Stadium.
It seems to do no good to call
public safety. The times I have
called I got no answer or, shortly after I called, an officer
ticketed the wrong car.
Recently, I received a ticket.
I usually park next to, but not
in front of. the dumpster at the
end of my building. On that
night, I parked with about four
feet of the end of my car in front
of the dumpster because
another car was parked where I
usually do. I intended to move
up when the other car left.
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At approximately 10:45 p.m.,
I found a ticket on my windshield. It was marked "parked
in drive" and parked in front of
dumpster." I doubt that the
University is going to pick up
the trash at 11:00 p.m. on a
Sunday.
As for parking in the drive, I
have been parking there for
some time. It's funny how this
is the first time that anyone
said anything about it to me.
I went straight to public safety and was told to come back the
next day to file an appeal.
On the same night, in Regents
Hall parking lot, I saw the most
confusing wad of parked cars.
One lane of trafftc twisted
through it. There were cars
parked in the fire zone, in the
hatched zone and in the middle
of the road. '
Where was public safety?
They were in College Courts
writing parking tickets.
I have no solutions to these
problems. It's not my place to
come up with any. The only
thing I have to do is wait until
my ticket is appealed. I'll probably end up having to pay it
anyway. Like I can afford it.
Kelly L. Giles
Senior
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As of yet, I have not seen any
complaints about the parking in
College Courts. Allow me.

:~~

Dtllcloas
Apples
._
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There seems to be a problem
with parking and traffic control
on campus.

I am not naive enough to
believe that all Americana
will one day love each other,
but I would like to see the
country try to rise above
warped prejudice. This archaic
hatred has no purpose. It ac·
complishes nothing.
Mark Twain once said,
"Loyalty to petrified opinion
never yet broke a chain or
freed a human soul."
If a stronger country is what
a person wants he should let
go of his hatred, biases and all
other restraints.
People joined together as a
whole is the only way to accomplish worthy goals. When
we lock ourselves in little
boxes of hate, we only defeat
our purposes.

2~1

Whale
TOp Sirloin

To the Editor:

To be a patriot of the United
States, to me, is to support the
basic civil liberties ofeach per·
son in the country.

--

u.s.o.A. OIOlteGnln Jed-~
w-.~ecut · tire 14 U..A..._

about parking, solutions

motives might be of the purest
patriotism, in their minds, but
they are wrong.

11 or c.a.n

Let'S go Krogering for the best of everything including the COST CUTTER price!

.j
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Student's car must be economical, sporty
By JENNA NEWTON
Staff Writer

Buying a new car is an important, as well as costly, decision.
With all of the different types of
cars on the market today and
all of the features available to
go with them, it can also be a
confusing decision.
Area car dealers agree that
Murray State students (and
their parents) are looking for
low price, high quality, dependability, low gas mileage and a
good warranty when they come
to their dealerships looking for
the perfect car to suit their
needs.
Dealers say, however, that
students also want to drive a
car that looks good, goes fast
and has lots of features.
What car has all of these
things?
Dealers disagree on this
point, but one thing is for sure,
if you're buying a car this year
there are plenty of goodlooking, dependable, moderately priced cars to choose from.
Raz Villanova, salesperson for

Carroll Volkswagen-AudiMazda Inc., said that he
believes that the Mazda 626 is
the best choice for students.
"I think that it (the Mazda
626) is the best car for the
money on the road," Villanova
said.
Most students who are serious
about buying a car come to his
dealership with their parents,
Villanova said. This can
sometimes cause problems.
"Students are usually looking
for cars that are sporty and
flashy," he said, "while their
parents are looking at the price
and economy."
Villanova said that the Mazda
626 seemed to suit both
students and parents because it
gets good gas mileage, seats five
people comfortably and looks
sporty.
Roger Mayer, salesperson for
Parker Ford Inc., said that the
"general economic situation" of
a student or the student's family is one of the main factors in
choosing a car.
Mayer said that for students,
the Ford Escort is the best value

•

Photo by 11M NOLCOX

STUDENTS AND PARENTS looking tor a low price, high qua~llty, good gaa mileage, dependability,
apeed and aporty looks In a new car may very well tum to the Mazda 826 (above), the Ford Eacort,
the Toyota Cemry or the Pontiac Grand Am.

for the mone~ spent on his lot.
The cost of insurance is
another important factor to con·
aider when buying a car especially for students. Mayer

said that the sportier the model, Mercury, Mike Robertson said
the more expensive the in- that the Toyota Camry is a good
surance will be.
See CARS
AB a student and a salesperPage 12A
son for Hatcher Toyota-Lincoln-

Fried Chicken®

205 North 12th St.

The New Murray Kentucky Fried Chicken restaurant
is now open at 205 North 12th Street Use these
money-savmg coupons and come on home to the
great taste of "finger lickiri good" Kentucky Fried

..

Chicken and fixin's.
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WORLD VIEW
No big win for Bush or Dukakis
WASHlNGTON - Neither George Bush nor Michael Dukakis
scored a decisive victory during the debate Sunday.
An ABC News poll taken directly after the debate showed 20 percent indicating the debate was a tie or were unsure, 44 percent said
Dukakis won and 36 percent said Bush won. Story courtesy of The
Paducah Sun.

SIGMA PI FRATERNITY
Is Proud to Announce its
Fall 88 Pledge Class

Scientists say shroud a fraud
TURIN, Italy - The fabled shroud of Turin bas successfully been
dated to the early 1300s.
The shroud of Turin bas for many centuries been accepted as the
burial shroud of Jesus Christ by a vast multitude of believers.
Scientists still can not explain how the image got on the shroud.
Story courtesy of CNN.

Johnson stripped of gold medal
SEOUL, South Korea- Ben Johnson, Canada's national Olympic hero has been banned from Canada's national team for life.
The International Olympic Committee announced Sept. 20 that
it stripped Johnson of his world record-setting gold medal (9. 79
seconds in the 100 meter race) because the Canadian sprinter
tested positive for stanozolol, a banned anabolic steroid.
Johnson has also been stripped of his advertising revenue. Spon·
sors are cancelling advertising and demanding their money back.
Story courtesy of The Courier-Journal and The Paducah Sun.

Discovery launch successful
I

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. - The space shuttle Discovery was
launched without incident Thursday morning.
The launch of Discovery signals the return of the U .S. into space
for the flrst time since the Challenger disaster in 1986. Discovery's
mission is to launch a tracking communications satellite. Story
courtesy of the Cable News Network.

"Good Luck Alpha

Chi's"

SGA sponsoring blood drive
The Student Government blood types will be asked to
Association will sponsor the become part of the Rare Blood
American Red Cross Blood- Donor Register. ·
mobile Oct. 3 through 5.
The Bloodmobile will be set
Donors listed m the register
up in the Curris Center arc asked to donate blood
Ballroom from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. regularly so it may be frozen
Oct. 3, and from 11 a.m. to 4 and fltored for future use. They
p.m. Oct. 4 and 5.
may also be called upon to
According to the Red Cross, donate in emergency situations
all blood types are needed to when their type is particularly
meet the continuing demands.
needed, a Red Cross news
Donors with extremely rare release said.

Join Us at the Tailgate Party Before the Game! .

Olympic Plaza
Open Evenings
Sunday 1 p.m.-5 p.m.

Layaway

Complete your Homecoming
outfit with shoes from the
Shoe Shack
Fall boots, pumps and flats in the
seasons newest colors!

*Airline, Amtrak, Cruise, Car rentals and
Hotel Accomodations
*Customized Group Travel Department for
Student and Faculty
*Student discount rates whenever applicable
*Concert tickets for Starwood Amphitheater
and weekend accomodations in Nashville
*Great Spring Break trips for all budgets
*Booking for hotel meetings and party rooms.

Hwy. 121 N. Bypass in the log cabin on Northeast comer of MSU campus.

753-TRIP or753-8768
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BIS courses giye adults
chance to obtain degree
By TERESA BRAGG

Staff Writer
Adults who have a family and
a job are offered a cha nee Lo
receive a degree without having
lo attend regularly scheduled
classes.
The bachelor of independent
studies degree, started at the
University in 1986, gives this
chance through classes offered
on campus and outside the
University, according to Stan
Groppel, director of the BIS
degree program.
The students gain their credit
through correspondence
courses, television courses and.
traditional claSRes.
Also, they may gain experiential credits based on an examination of a student's
developed portfolio of work,
\ hobby and life experiences. The
portfolios are sent to the departments concerned for approval
and assignment of credits.

Student~'! muy also use
transfer credit from other accredited colleges and
universities.
The program, the flrllt of its
kind in Kentucky, now has ll5
students enrolled. Groppel said.
"It's been a real challenge
working out the individual
plans," Groppel said.
Rozella Young of Bardwell at·
tended the first !leminar in
December 1986. She is getting
her BIS degree with a field of
study in business
adm~nistration .

"It's the answer for older people if they want a degree and
have to work," Young said.
Young has to work, so she has
not been able to attend regular
classes, and this program provides her with a way to get a
degree.
The program, Young said, has
worked very well for her. She
has recommended it to several
other people.

The students in the program
are required to have 128 hours
to graduate with 30 of those
hours in a field of study.
Each student is required to
take 24 of the 128 hours at Murray State. Also, the students
mu);t complete a research project in their field of study and
complete 40 hours in upper
level courses before they can
graduate.
The program was developed
by a 10-member advisory com·
mittee and the University faculty over a period of several months in 1985, Groppel said.
Currently. there are students
from 23 different states extending from New Hampshire to
Hawaii enrolled in the program. Groppel said the average
age of the students is 41 and the
oldest student in the program is
67.
All adults planning to enroll
in the program are required to
attend a two-day seminar.

Wel:come

By STEVE PARKER

president for student develoJ>ment. Julian said the main
goals of the program are to expose students to events already
on campus and provide the
much needed out-of-class learning that the University has to
provide.
Julian, however, said that he
is not the mother of this
invention.
"Universities all across the
country have been doing this
with great success," Julian
said, "and many of these
schools are our regional
competitors."
In order to assure itself that
the program would have a
significant impact on future
generations of Murray State
students, the committee is
pushing for semester credits for
the program.
The committee is proposing
that all new full-time students
should be required to attend at
least eight convocation events
during each of their first two
semesters on campus.

Kame

ALumni,. Kave a

G.rea.t KomecomLf1.9 .

~ 1600 llodson ~ve.

By attending the required
eight events, students would
receive one hour of nongraduation credit per semester.
The student would be graded on
a pass/fail basis, according to
attendance.
Julian said he believes that if
a freshman is forced to attend
eight events and becomes informed by just one subject, the
program is a success.
This proposal is presently being considered by various campus groups, both student and
faculty. A proposal of this
significance usually takes one
to four years to approve and approximately 100 people to
become involved before it
becomes a policy.

753-8282

Factory
Discount
·Shoes

Convocation plan to create
link in University activities
Staff Writer
Student attendance at concerts, lectures and special
events has been very poor the
last few years at Murray State.
But the Ad Hoc Committee on
Convocation believes it has the
answers.
This temporary committee is
looking to establish a ConvoCation Committee, which will be
comprised of faculty members,
several students and the
University Center Board lecture chairman.
The committee would be
responsible for creating a Con·
vocation Series by coordinating
some campus events and encouraging thematic links bet·
ween those events.
An example of this would be
to have a Russian expert. Rus·
sian dancers, Russian food, Rus·
:;iari music. etc. come to the
University.
Heading the convocation effort is Dr. Frank Julian, vice

:Sac~

Located next to theA TQ House

Headquarters for
Athletic Footware

Juhan said he believes that
the proposal has n ve1-y good
chance of becoming a policy.
"Reactions for the program
have been positivt!," Julian
said, ''I think people believe
that it can make a difference.

UP TO 90% OF US
ARE UNHAPPY WITH
OUR JOBS & INCOMES
SOME OF US ARE "GOING
AROUND IN CIRCLES"
BECAUSE WE DON'T KNOW
WHAT WE'RE BEST AT
AND WHAT OUR EARNING
POTENTIALS ARE.

CAREER TESTING
CENTERS CAN HELP
FREE
INTRODUCTORY
SEMINAR!
CAREER TESTING
CENTERS OF KENTUCKY
624 N. 34th St. #C
Paducah, KY 42001-9999

442-6786 or 442-6988
PHONE FOR SEAT
RESERVATIONS

DISCOUNT COLLEGE TEXTBOOKS
14 DIXIELAND CENTER
(BEHIND SUBBY'S)

753-8767

GIANT GREEK LETTER SALE
FOUR INCH DOUBLE LETTERS ONLY $13.99! ADDITIONAL LETTERING (2") 50¢
SEWN ON. BRADLEY BOOK CO. ONLY SELLS QUALITY SWEAT SHIRTS
INCLUDING: BASSET-WALKER, HANES, ETC...
DELIVERY GUARANTEED-ONE TO TWO DAYS DEPENDING UPON YOUR RUSH!
ALSO, ALL MSU ACCESSORIES 20% OFF WITH THIS AD!
(All SPECIALS EXCLUDE SALE ITEM.)
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POLICE BEAT
Sept. 19
Sept. 25
'I'he public safety department
An eyewitness reported an ar·
son attempt on the east wing of is continuing an investigation
the second floor of Woods Hall. into a report of disorderly conduct in the men's bathroom at
According to the police report, Waterfield Library.
someone came in the dorm at
Jim Karvounis reported the
2:30-2:45 a.m. and wrapped a T- theft of a bicycle from the Curshirt around a smoke detector ria Center.
and lit it. Severe damage was
done to the smoke detector and Sept. 18
the carpet was burned slightly.
Angel Enochto reported an
Bart Toth, public safety in· assault and criminal trespassvestigator, said that if the per- ing in College Courts.
Toth said that there has been
son is caught he will be charged
with arson becau~e of the poten· partial recovery of the stereo
thefts that occurrd Sept. 8.
tial harm of such an act.
He said that three juveniles
"At that hour of the morning, had been caught and referred to
everyone is asleep," Toth said, the juvenile court system on
"and with the smoke detector five charges of receiving stolen
damaged we could have had a property (three felony charges
major problem on our hands.
and two misdemeanor charges).
The charges are based on five
Sept. 22
articles identified by the owner
James Baker reported the of the stolen property. The in·
theft of a back pack and books vestigation is continuing.
from a truck in the Clark Hall
Information for this report
parking lot. ~
was obtained from Capt Carl
Martin of the Uniuersity DepartSept. 21
ment of Public Safety. Anyone
Brad Hendrix reported the who sees a crime or has informatheft of a shotgun from the Pig- tion regarding one should phone
gly Wiggly parking lot or the the Department of Public Safety
Stewart Stadium parking lot.
at 762-2222 or 762-2701 .

Founders to honor Waterfield
A tribute to the late Harry
' Lee Waterfield is planned as a

special Founders Day program
Friday at 1 p.m . in the
auditorium of the Wrather
West Kentucky Museum.
A 1932 Murray State University graduate, Wateriield was

only the second man to serve
twice as lieutenant governor of
Kentucky. He was a former
member of the Board of Regents
and was chairman of the Board
ofTrustees of the MSU Foundation at the time of his death
Aug.4.

CIP awarded
$515,000 gr~nt
from USIA ··

CHRRL IE'S SRFE - T
PHRRMRCY

By STEPHANIE STEPHENS

StaH Writer
Murray State University's
Center for International Pro·
grams (CJP) will receive a
$515,000 CAMPUS Ill grant
from the United States Infor·
mation Agency (USIA) for
1989·1992.
The money will support a
three-year project to provide
scholarships to 13 students
from Central America. Murray State is one of six universities in the nation selected to
receive a Central American
Program-U.S. (CAMPUS)
award from USIA.
Ten Central American
students will arrive at Murray State in January to begin
six to eight months of
English language training.
Three Belgian students will
come to campus at the begin·
ning of the 1989 fall
semester, and all1S will then
begin their undergraduate
educations.
The grant marks the second
time Murray State has been
selected to host a group of
Central American students.
Ten Belgians spent 18 months at Murray State in
1986 - 87 earning
undergraduate credit
through a CAMPUS I grant.
Marian Posey, instructional consultant with the
Facultv Rel'ource Center,
feelH the project will not only
benefit the ~tudents coming
here, but also the students
and faculty at Murray State.

Murray's only
neighborhood drug store
Low everyday prices
We carry
*CARLTON CARDS AND GIFT WRAPS
*HALSTON, POLO, CHANEL No. 5, etc.
HOURS
Monday-Friday 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Saturday 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m.

1000 Whitnell St. VISA&: Mastercard

753-4175

IT'S GOOD ...
to see you --

Welcome to
Homecoming '88
Alumni and Friends

GOOD LUCK
RACERS!

!teas Lumber nottcenter.
Bel-Air Shopping
Center
7 59·13 9 0

Store hours:

Monday • Friday 7:30 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Saturday 8 am.-5 p.m.

Sunday 1 p.m.- 5 p.m.

MURRAY STATE UNIVER.SITY
CPA REVIEW
Business Law
Classes start Oct. 1
Cost : $150
Murray

Paducah

762-4193

wunn
®rr 1Jll]])
Super Sale
I)

'
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SUPERAMERICA .,
DiVISION Of A~ !.AND 01. lNG

COKE

.~esue

Candy
~l

~~Ifill

Simple
Green

Revolutionary
All-Purpose
Cleaner.

3/99¢ea.
Chocolate, ~CIIt.le
Almond, Original

'

Yourblood~~l~~
Thank you for giving. Again and agatn.

Regular 45~

Goobel"e, Ra\aineta,
Nestle Crunch, $100,000
Bar, Nettle Milk

,

j

$3 99

TRUCKLOAD Chunkey, Di~Q.Honey,
•
PRICING
Oh H:~· ~~:::bite
per 24 oz. BoUle
Specials good through Oct.13 ,
5Points

Monday, Oct. 3 -11 a.rn.-5 p.m.
Tuesday, Oct. 4-11 a.rn.-4 p.m.
Wednesday, Oct 5-11 a.rn.-4 p.m.

+

Curris Center Ballroom

GIVE iLOOD, PLEASE

...
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SGA approves 8 •••.:a·
··=·
•• +
••
•
••••
•••
for judicial duty
By ALLYSON HOBBIE
Assistant News Editor

Eight names were approved
for the Judicial Board, and in·
lerviews for the senator-at·
large position were held at the
weekly meeting of the Student
Government Association
senate.
The names approved by the
senate will be submitted to
President Kala M. Stroup, who
will narrow the hst down to
seven.
Ross Meloan, administrative
assistant to the vice president
on student development, spoke
on the possibility of a credit
card system to replace meal
tickets in the fall ofl989. Books
might also be purchased with
these cards.
He said that he would be seeking endorsement for the plan
from the student senate m the
future.
Jimmie O'Donley, chairman

of student directories and
literature, assigned individual
senators to contact area
businesses to sponsor the SGA
bike race.
The race will be a SGA·
sponsored intramural competi·
tion with teams from the
various fraternities and
organizations around campus
participating. The entry fee will
be $40 for each four-man team.
A name for the event will be
decided upon at the next
meeting.
In other senate business:
• Treasurer Dana Shannon an·
nounced that the University
Center Board had approved the
purchase of new projectors for
the theater.
• President Eddie Allen said
that 376 students had voted in
the homecoming election.
• Allen announced that a
tribute to Harry Lee Waterfield
will be today at 1 p.m. in
Wrather Museum.

Welcome

Alumni and Friends to
Murray's Pier 1 Imports
and

IlonnecomnUng'88
Bel Air Center
Murray

,,
EXPERIENCE
ENGLAND

Convocation Series tabled
The Academic Council held
its first meeting of the year last
ThUJ·sday in the Mississippi
Room of the Curris Center.
The Convocation Series re·
quest, extracunicular actiYitie~
required for first year students
for a one-hour credit, was
brought up but put on hold until
the ned meeting.
The Council approved a
change in routing forms ,
graduat~ faculty memberships,
time ~xtensions and the
master's probtram in Clinical
Psychology.

The Murray • A Delightful
State News •
Friday!

In other busine.!ls the Council:
• approved change~ in extend·
ed campus policy.
• changed SWK/GTY 503, Services to Older Americans, to
SWKJGTY 305.
• added SAT 341, British
Theatre in Production; SAT
327, Playwriting; CIS 445,
Management Information
System"; CSC 335, Microcom·
puter Architecture and Assem·
by Language; CIS 645, Decision
Support and Expert Sy~tems.
• deleted esc 205 and changed
its electives.

with

MURRAY STATE FACULTY
Summer 1989
MSU faculty are teaching MSU courses in England; join them,
see Britain, and earn academic credit for the experience of a
lifetime. Choose any of these courses:

* Dr.
*

*
*
*

Charles Daughaday, English, "The Humanistic Tradition in
Britian"
Dr. Armin Clark, Geosciences, "The Earth through Time: The
Geological History of Great Britian"
Dr. Kenneth Tucker, English, "Shakespeare"
Dr. James Hannah, English, "The British Short Story"
Dr. Gene Garfield, Political Science, "Government and Politics
of Western Europe"

-9920
UNDER $2400
Airfare, room and board,
tours, tuition, travel within
Britain, many extras

More than 35 courses taught by faculty from other Kentucky
universities also available.

It con be yours as on AJr Force
Pilot. Irs not easy, but the rewords are great. You'll have all
the Air Force advantages, such
as 30 days of vacation with
pay each year and complete
medical care-and much more.
If you're a college graduate or
soon will be, AIM HIGH. Contact
your Air Force recruiter tor
details about Officer Training
School and pilot training. Coli

For Information, Contact:
Dr. Ron Cella
" English
Department of
762-4532

Dr. Tracy Harrington
Faculty Resource Center
762-4411

THE COOPERATIVE CENTER FOR STUDY IN BRITAIN

MSGT. Hines
901·276-6412 Collect
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SAA breaks mark
in '88 phonathon
By ALL YSON HOBBIE
Assistant News Editor

Student volunteers for the
MSU Foundation kicked off the
University's 1988-89
phonathon with the biggest onenight dollar total in the fundraiser's three-year history.

"We are hoping to reach every
alumnus whose phone number
we have," McNeil said. "In the
past, we've contacted no more
than 9,000 but this year we are
hoping to reach 25·30,000
alumni."

"Our target for the year is to
raise $125,000," McNeil said.
Members of the Student
Donations go to the general
Alumni Association completed fund, but can be earmarked for
382 telephone calls between specific colleges, departments,
6:30 and 9 p.m. Monday and scholarships or the library,
netted 273 pledges totaling Moore said.
$6,870, according to Linda
Moore, development coorIncentives for the student
dinator for the general fund.
volunteers included a cash prize
More than $10,000 was raised of $100 for the one who solicited
in the f1rst two nights of the the largest amount of money,
and one for $50 for the one who
phonathon.
solicited the greatest number of
pledges for the week, Moore
Student volunteers for the said.
Foundation have manned the
phones and solicited donations
Each of the colleges will have
from alumni from Monday their own cash incentives for
through today in the first four student volunteers during their
of 88 planned phonathon phonathons, McNeil said.
nights.
Other incentives for the
In this particular segment of volunteer:~ include a free T-shirt
the phooathon, pledges were their f1rst night, cold drinks,
solicited from previous donors, and a five· minute long distance
who had made unrestricted con phone call at the end of the
tributions to the University, night.
said Chuck Ward, directot· of
development.
McNeil said that the
phonathon has exceeded his exEach of the University's six pectations so far. "Most people
colleges v;ill be holding their that we have called that have
own phonathon and soliciting given before have given the
donations from their individual same amount or more."
alumni, said C!Jris McNeil,
"The donations are tax deduc·
chairman of the phonnthon.
tible," he said.

-

ANNOUNCING
the opening of the new

MSU Teller Machine
(Curris Center, Second Level)
The Bank of Murray and Peoples
Bank of Murray, Ky. in co-operation
with Murray State University,
announce the opening of the new
MSU Teller Machine, located on the
second level of Curris Center on the
campus ofMurray St ate University.
The machine, jointly owned and
operated, will serve customers of both
banks.

Provided for your convenience by:

Bank
ofMurray
Member FDIC

Open Monday - Friday 8 a.m. - 5
Saturday 9 a.m. - 1 p.m.

..L1' Peoples
Bank
At,tt~tltNK

Member FDIC

University
p.m.
Bookstore
2nd Level Gurri<:; Genter

-
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Funding formula- -- - - -- - - -- - - - - continued from Page 3A
got the three central locations
for the centers - Murray State
in west Kentucky, UK in cen·
tral Kentucky and Morehead in
eastern Kentucky.
"One thing that makes a lot of
sense is that in some states that
(the small business development) goes through the state
government," Stroup said.
"Here it is funded internally.
We put $61,000 in the program
annually. That really needs to
be $75,000 for us to really serve.
"I am not saying that Murray
State is any different from other
institutions," Stroup said, "but
all universities have a heavy
service load that is picked up by
the state government in other
states. I am saying that we
(Murray State) have a heavy
service load and we are carrying it with a low student base
and that mak es it very
difficult."
Kentucky uses several
universities in the South to
determine an average for the
higher education funding,
These universities are similar
to Murray State and the other
Kentucky universities in size
and mission.
"I think they (benchmark
schools) are good when you look

at similar institutions," Stroup
said, ''but our competition for
faculty is with all types of institutions and, unfortunately,
the salary levels at research
universities are $5,000 to
$6,000 higher than our salary
levels, and our salaries are
$3,000 to $4,000 less than our
benchmark so that puts us
$8,000 to $9,000 below those we
compete with.
"So what happens is we create
a two-tier faculty, and it is not
based on productivity, it is not
based on expectations, it is based on the type of university,"
she said. "1 find that
troublesome, and when you are
in a n institution that tries to
move out ahead it is difficult to
convince your faculty that there
should be a two-tiered faculty.''
Booth said t his two-tiered concept comes from the fact that
research universities (those giv·
ing doctorate degrees) are able
to use graduate students to
teach 100, 200 and some 300
level courses, and they are able
to put their professors in
graduate-level courses, and,
therefore lessen their class
loads.
Booth said this creates a two··
tiered effect. " We cannot do
that," he said. "We don't offer

Ph.D.s. This means that an instructor with a Ph.D. in
English. for example, will have
to teach several introductorylevel English courses.''
Booth said that maybe the
benchmark schools should be
evaluated as part of the funding
formula review to see if these
schools are actually similar to
Kentucky universities.
The testimony from the
review bearings will now be examined by the CHE Study Committee, Snider said.
The Study Committee consists of finance and planning officials from the universities and
the Council, and the governor's
office.
Snider said t his committee
will make recommendations to
the Steering Committee which
consists of the eight state
university presidents, the executive director of t he Council,
the budget director and two
chairmen from the Finance
Committee.
The recommendations t hen go
back to the Finance Commitee
and then to the full Council.

students decide on the cheaper
Toyota Tercell, which sells as
low as $6.000 to $7,000.

midpriced car for students like
himself.
"The Tercell gets 37 to 40
"' Robertson said the Camry
miles
a gallon ~o it is cheap. but
ranges from $13,000 to $20,000,
depending on the options that it is a good buy for students,··
Robertson said.
are added.
"The Camry is sporty, not a
family car, has lots of options
and it really catches your eye,"
Robertson said.
·
If you're looking for dependability, better gas milage, and
a good warranty, Robertson
said, foreign cars are a good
choice. He said foreign cars
have a lower service rate than
domestic cars.
Robertson said that many

Wanda Brown and
Brenda Lawson owners
Hairdesigners: Marilyn Ray,
Laura McConnell, Sheila
Clendenon, Wanda and Brenda
• Next to campus
•Now honoring Welcome Wagon Coupons
• Watch for future specials for MSU students

NCA Members

Purdom said that the Grand
Am is a good investment for
students because of its high
resale value.
Purdom said that through
Pontiac's college grad program,
students can receive special
fmance rates allowing them to
buy a new car upon graduation.

Although other area dealers
ab't'eed that metallic red, ~lack,
and white are the top car color
choices among students, Robertson satd that metallic wine and
gray colored cars are populru·
thi~' year

Purdom said that metallic red
and white were the best selling
cars on his lot. He ~>aid,
however, that color was more
important to some people than
others.

Tripp Purdom, salesperson for
Purdom Motors Inc., said that
the 1988 Grand Am's were so
popular that they sold out all
they could get early this year.

"When girls come in they are
looking at the color of the cars
- guys want powerful engines
and features like rally wheels.''
Purdom said.

WANrED

Featuring a complete
hair care service

Editor's note: This is the second of a two-part series on the
Council on Higher Education's
funding formula reuiew hearings in Kentucky.

ca~------~~----------------------------Continued from Page 6A

Is Now Open!

~ore!
for only

$2.99

Track & Field
Athletes!!
To compete for
Murray State Racers
Men's Track Team.

If interested call:
Coach N arewski
or
Coach Stone
762-6941

Dinner includes fried shrimp. golden-bro", fish ftllel 2 Southern-style
hush puppies. fresh cole slaw, naturai<Ut french fries. lemon wedge and
cocktail sauce.

TRYOUR DRIVE-THRU

CaptainDS
great
A

little seafood place.

Chestnut·Hllls Shopping Center
763·9883
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Check writing regulation
to speed up transactions·
Check endorsement regulation - REG CC

A new federal law, which
went into effect Sept. 1, now
guarantees customers of banks,
credit unions and other savings
institutions ready access to the
money they have deposited,
depending upon the type of
deposit.
The regulation, known as
"Reg C.C.," details how checks
are to be endorsed, not just by
the cu!'ltomer, but by retail
stores and the lending institutions themselves.

IM13L

,.., t• ord•

- According to

Joe Slude"t

Fift~doll-.rs "t\d n~oo-

07-87G4SG3

~-..

~lk

Ann Spann, a cashier in
~~
Sparks Hall, said the office has
sent out a letter to various
department heads and clubs
Spann said they try to follow
telling them about the new
rules regarding check the feder al government's
guidelines closely.
endorsing.
Janet Magness, manager of
Spann said the cashier's office MSU Federal Credit Union,
had the rubber stamps that said they are telling all the
they use for the backs of checks members "to go up against the
very edge and sign their
redone.
names."
Spann said if you buy
Magness said they would also
anything on campus, the probably put something in the
cashier's office requires the credit union's newsletter.
checks be made out to Murray
She said they have had no rna·
State University with the ex- jor problems with the new
ception of the University regulations, but that
Bookstore, which is a separate "sometimes we have problems
entity.
with students who aren't from
Information needed for the the U.S."
checks to be cashed should be
"They'll sign (their checks) in
put on the front of the check. the middle or lengthwise," she
Spann said the cashier's office said.
requires a local address, local
Magness said bank stationery
telephone number and Social companies will print a shaded
Security number on the front of area on the back of new checks
checks.
to let check writers know where
"Driver's license numbers to correctly endorse the check.
aren't mandatory, but the stu·
Dave Hornback, vice presi·
dent will need to· have a valid
dent
of the cashier's depart·
MSU ID card," Spann said.
ment of the Bank of Murray,
Spann said if a check is en· said the new regulations would
dorsed incorrecUy, they will not not have any real effect on how
do much about it right now, ex- the bank hu~ been doing
business.
cept point out the error.
Hornback said once the bank
"lfit (the federal govemment) receives a go\'ernment regulagets strict on this !the new tion concerning new bankmg
law),'' she said, "we'll have to guidelines, they usually try to
watch things."
sift through it and get all lhe

We Create Excitement and
Set Trends In Designs!

REBD[INES

By MIKE POWELL
Staff Writer

Call For Appointment
Walk-ins Welcome

the new
federal
banking
regulation,
checks should
be endorsed
on the
left·hand side,
at the top of
the back of the
check.

"Welcome Back Alumni"

We Cany Cffif
Professional Hair
Care Products.

#2 Dixieland Center
7S3{m2

Subby's

.

Subs-N-Yogurt

pertinent information to the
public.
Hornback said the average
bank customer will not notice
the difference, although the endorsing procedure may take
some getting used to.
''As of Sept. 1, check printers
should have pre-printesf the en·
dorsement space (on the back of
the check) to help out," Hornback said.

HOURS
Monday-Saturday 11 a.m.- Midnight
Sunday Noon - Midnight

He said there would be no
change in government checks.
"The Federal Reserve will
allow some conversion time."

Dixieland Shopping Center
Chestnut St. Murray

Hornback said that the new
regulation will take some get·
ting used to. "It's a shock to
some people, but they adapt
very easily."

MSU Homecoming Special

Hornback said some of the
bank's stamps for their com·
mercial customers had to be
alte1·ed, but said that he did not
see it as a major problem.
"If everything (in the checkwriting process) is done correct·
ly, it will actually speed up the
processing time." Hornback
said. "That helps the customer,
because their checks clear
quicker."

753-SUBS (7827)

Subby's Subs-N-Yogurt

T JRJr C

llJ) 1m AIL,

6" Club, medium drink & small yogurt

$1 off
Not Valid Wilh Any Other Promolion
Not Valid on Delivery
EJCpires Oct. 2

The lluto Laund2p
753-7382

1102 Chestnut St.
Munay

WELCOME ALUMNI
Pork or Beef

PIT BAR-B-QUE
•Sandwic h
•Pound

Watch Us Cook The
Old Fashion Way

KNOTH'S BAR-B-Q
Hwy. 641

759-1712

11 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Monday - Saturday
Closed Sunday

13A

Pictured from left are Mark Wincheeter, manager, Mike Kelao
and Mike Hopldn.a. Not picturea are Daniel Eckles and John
Verive.

Murray's only full service conveyor carwash
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Election-=. - -- - - -- - - - Continued from Page 1
"The low turnout in March for
the presidential preference
pr imary · makes any turnout
seem big."
Green said he was surprised
by the margin of victory
because of the well organized
campaign of the CFP M. ''I feel
that they made a gallant effort,
more so than three years ago."
Rushing said the election
went smoothly with t he exception of the interpretation of one
new law concerning election
procedures. See the related
story on page one.
The election bad its usual pro-

bleml! with voter~ expectmg to
be registered who were not and
people going to the wrong
precinct to vote, she said.

fir-anny ·s Countr-y

Cr-afts ~

Phyllis Luck- Owner
753-0726

Yancy said as far as he knew
there were no plans to ask for a
recount in the election. No one
had requested a recount as of
Wednesday afternoon, Rushing
said. A candidate has 96 hours
after the polls close to request a
recount from the county clerk.

Decorated sweat shirts, pillows, folk art, quilts,
old baby cradles and crocheted dolls
Hours:
Saturday 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Sunday Noon - 6 p.m.

Hwy. 121 South
Just 5 miles from Murray

Chaney said the citizens of
Murray could expect another
wet/dry election in 1991. " We
will be back in th ree year s," be
said.

Open house this weekend only.
10% off during open house.

State l a W ' - - - - - - - - - - Contfnued from Page 1

ecutive editor of The Paducah
Sun, said.
Paragraph four of the same
vent the pr ess from cover ing the
election.
law prohibits voter s from
"I had to interpret the law discussing their position on any
strictly," Rushing said. "If I candidate, party or issue to be
don't go strictly by that, they voted on.
could throw the whole election
The law also prohibits elecout . I couldn't take another
tioneering
and exit polling
election with four elections
within 500 feet of the building
already this year! '
used for voting. Exit polling is
"I could care less if there were permitted if the person
pictures all.over the paper," she registers with the county clerk
said. "I don't want a candidate seven days before the election.
to get mad, and because there
was a picture in the paper have
This was the first election in
the election thrown out."
the state since the law was
"It was a badly written law," enacted. "This was kind of a
Rushing said. "I don't think testing election for the whole
they meant it like it was state," Rushing said.
written."
Photographers and reporters
Rushing said she is writing from Th~ Murray State News,
Fred Cowan, Kentucky's at- The Paducah Sun, MSU TV-11 •
torney general, in order to get and WPSD-TV were asked to
his opinion on the situation and leave the polling area by election workers.
to clear up this matter.
The ambiguity of the law
needs to be cleared up before
the November presidential elec·
tion when all newspapers and
broadcast stations will be involved, Karl Harrison, ex-

~

Rushing said she informed
The Murray Ledger & Times,
WNBS and WSJP of the new
law, but failed to notify the
others because she does not
have much dealing with them.

Charisma ~
Jazz/Classical/Rock

Charisma is available for weddings ,
parties and receptions.

Call 489-2881

Welcome Back Alumni
fr om

Ruthie's
Univ •ty

SERVING MURRAY

753-9844
810 Chestnut St.

The Double Guarantee
Service - If your pizza does not arrive wtthtn
30 mmutes from lhe ume you order. you w1ll
rece1ve $3 off.
Product - If you are nol happy w1th your
order, call the Store Manager tor a new ptzza
at no extra charge or rece1ve a full refund
No Coupon Necessary
AVAILABLE TOPPII'JGS:
Pepperont - Mushrooms - Sausage On1ons - Green Peppers - Ham - Ground
Beef Hot Peppers -Green Olives Black
Olives - Extra Cheese

• 5 1tems for lhe proce of 4
Pepperoni. Sausage. Mushrooms On1ons &
Green Peppers.
VEGI - 5 1tems for the pnce ol 4 On1ons .
Green Peppers, Mushrooms, Green Ohves &
Extra Cheese
EXTRAVAGANZZA'• ·A spsctal blend ol9
1tems for the pnceof 5 Pepperont, Ham. Beef
Sausage. Black Olives. On1ons. Mushrooms.
Extra Cheese

!I
12 oz. cans
50¢ each

OPEN LATE!
Monday· Thursday 4 p.m. ·1 a.m.
Friday & Saturday 11 a.m. • 2 am.
Sunday 11 am. · 1a.m.

...•...••...••....•.••.....•...•..........•............•••.........•.•.

$2
OFF

$5.95 Special
•

Get a 12", one topping
pizza for $5.95
Addthonalllems are
$1 01 each.
One cou"""

~· P~,.

~a

~~

!!!!~~ ,..,,. .atod w•ltlany otn.r oller
E•ptres 10·09·8l!

Order any large pizza
with TWO or more
toppmgs and get
$20FFIAt
partic1patmg stores
only

Not valid w1th any other

~ coupon or offer.

, • Offer good thru 10-9-88
·~

....~.~-~-~.~-~--~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~---···· · ··········-~··································-~
'

~-

S tucCen ts-9"'ou .9lre Invited to Participate
In tlie JZLctivities of tlie

University
Christian Student
Center
W omen's 'Devotionafs - Mondays 7 p..m.
(jenera{ 'Devotionaf.s - Tfiurstfays 7 p.m.
Otfier Yl.ctivities Jls .fll.nnouncetf

Check out our weekly Specials!
Hours: 6 a.m. - 8 p .m . Monday-Friday
6 a.m. - 6 p.m. Saturday
Closed Sunday
Ruthie Butterworth, Owner
Five Points
753-5782

1403 Olive 'B{vtf.

{Ylcross from 'WoodS

:J{a[{j

753-6225

(Sponsoretf 6y University Cfi.urcfr of Cfrrist)

!:>Jr><::>~~!:;------------------------------------------------S-ep-t-em--b-er~~~;~~~l~~~~~
Murray falls to 0-4
with Wolfpack loss
By RICKY THOMPSON
Assistant Sports Editor
The Racers dropped to 0-4 for
their worst start since 1966
with a 28-18loss to the Univer·
sity of Nevada-Reno at Reno,
Nev., Saturday.
''This is the best team we've
played," Mike Mahoney, head
coach, said.
" I think there were two
crucial plays that cost us the

FOOIBALL
game," he said.
Mahoney spoke of the deep
pass from junior quarterback
Michael Proctor, Sylvester, Ga.,
to junior receiver Glen Arterburn, Hialeah, Fla., which was
broken up by a UNR safety with
under one minute left in the
first half, a nd a UNR sack of
Proctor to for ce a fumble that
was recovered by the WolfPack.
"I think that took the wind
out of our sails,'' Mahoney said
of the sack.
"I think we did a better job up
front, blocking for t he running
game," he said.
The blocking was evident in
t he second half as Proctor and
running backs Tony Brown, a
freshman from Mayfield,
Michael Davis, a sophomore
from Elkmont, Ala., and Kenny
Flagg, a sophomore from Tiptonville, Tenn., combined for
181 of the Racers' total 203
yards rushing.
Flagg ran for 44 yards on four
carries to lead the Racer attack
early in the third quarter.
'1 have t o give credit to the
linemen," Flagg said. "The line
did a great job."
The Racers scored five times;
four of those came behind the
leg of junior kicker Greg Duncan, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada.
Duncan made four of h is five attempts to tie a Murray State

RACER LINEBACKER Danny
Amato (Above) puts the
crunch to Wolfpack fullback
Charvez Foger during Murray
State ' s first meeting t he
Nevado-Reno last Saturday.
Foger rushed for 53 yards and
one touchdown In the first
quarter. Racer Rudy Wray tries
to evade UNA's Dave Norman
during Murray's 28-18 loss.
Kicker Greg Duncan tied the
Murray State record for the
most field goals In a game,
connecting on four of five attempts. Duncan ·scored from
31 , 34, 50 and 51 yards. The
Racers return home Saturday
for the Homecoming game
against Tennessee Tech,
kickoff Is at 2 p.m.

Photos by f'iiCKY THOMPSON

Sweat finishes first on team
By KRISTI RUGGLES
Reporter

CROSS COUNTRY

together," be said, "The first
five runners fimshed within 50
Reconds of each other."

Although the men's cross day and finished last out of ten
The top five finishers in the
country team did not finish on teams.
top in Lexington Saturday,
John Sweat, a freshman from meet were fndiana State
coach Stan N arewski is op- Douglasville, Ga., was Mur- University, East Tennessee
timist~c about the future of t he l'ay's top finisher. He earned
State University, University of
team.
61st place with a time of 27:25. Kentucky, Edinboro University
The team traveled to the
Buh Narewski is complimen- of Pennsylvania and Southern
University of Kentucky Satur- tary of his team. ''They ran well lllinois University.

!

Murzynows~i
By JANIE M. STEPHEN
Staff Writer
After a sixth-place finish
Saturday at the Kentucky In·
vitationals in Lexington, the
women's cross country team is
still very optimistic about their
season.
"The girls did fair, finishing
wit.h 166 points, but they will do
better," coach Margaret Simmons said.
Nine schools participated in
the event with the University of
Kentucky winning with 320
points.

places ninth

I

WOMEN'S
CROSS COUNTRY
Senior Jackie Mm·zynowski,
an advertising major, placed
ninth overall with a time of
18:40.

"I felt good about the run, but
could have done better,'' Murzynowski said.
"I am looking forward to the
Sa luki In vit at i onal s at
Southern lliinois University on

Oct. 1." Simmons said.
The girls should return from
the event no later than 2:30
p.m., just in time for the
Homecoming game.
"The team is coming along
well; everyone is close and are
working hard," Murzynowski
said.
With the third meet of the
season behind them, t he team is
looking forward to the Ohio
Valley Conference meets that
will be at Murray State on Oct.
29.

University record for m~t field
goals made in a game. which
was held by former Racer
kicker Paul Rickert. Duncan
made kicks of 60, 31, 34, and 51
yards.
"Greg did a great job,"
Mahoney said. ''That's not bad
for a frrst game."
Mahoney said that Duncan
had not been given a chance, so
when the Racers were in field
goal range t hey allowed him to
go for it to see what he could do.
''There's only one way you
can find out," Mahoney said.
"That's put him under the
h eat."
Mahoney said that Duncan
would be kicking next week.
The final Racer score came
with just over two minutes remaining in the game, when Proctor dove into the end zone from
a yard out, after a 20-play,
79-yard drive, to score t he only
t ouchdown of the game.
Proctor played most of t he
game hurt, suffering from a hippointer in the first half as well
as a bruised thigh, which caused him to be taken out for a few
plays during the game.
"That was a gutsy performance by Proctor," Mahoney
said in praise of his quarterback. "He plays at a different
level than most ofthe people on
the field."
Proctor ran for 89 yards,
leading the Murray rushers
despite his injuries.
Proctor said that UNR looked
for the Racers to pass and the of.
fense tried to "mix it up" with
good play selection.
Sophomore receiver J ames
Huff, Nashville, Tenn., led the
Racers' receiving with five catches for 66 yards while ArterSee FOOTBALL
Page 20

,Racers·".bost Tech·
for Homecoming ·
By RICKY THOMPSON
Assistant Spotts Editor
The· Racers will meet Ten·
nessee .Tech University for
the Ohio Valley ·Conference
openet· at Stewart .$4\dium on
Hom.eooming day, Saturday,
starting at 2 p.m. ·

FOOTBALL
&th Ule Racers and Ten·
nessee Tech are opening their

confere;n.~ Siason with 04
records.
·
"They are in the same situation/' Mike Ml\lhoner, head
eoach, said of his opponents.
"They've etruggled through
their ftrst four games. ' 1
Mahoney said that beginning with th e conference
opener Saturday, t he slates

will be marked clean.

Tech is

char~rized. by

young pta)'eta, losing 23 let·
tennen an~ returntng only 13

'Btartets t't'iml Jaet

tea.at.

YMr'tl · 5-tl

•,

Th:e Tech Qften~ will ~nter
around sophon1ore qmu-ter~
back Thomas DeBow who has
averaged 176 yard!! per game
so far this season. He is· cu.rrently~econd in OVC passing
$lld total offense behind tht'l
Racer's junior quarterback
Michael Proctor.
In addition, DeBow has
thrown eight interceptions in
the frrst fol,l.l' games.
Mahoney said that T~h
does not throw tbe ball a$
muj::h as the Racers.
· ·
The Golden Eagles' deep
threat will be St}llior receiver
Kenneth Gilstrap, who last
season made 49 receptions.for
729 yards and thr«e
touchdowns.
"We need to play a goQd,
solid pass defenlie .and ;make
pe<>ple throw the hall,"
Mahoney ~d.
·
·MahOhey said ,that a ~eer.
See HOMECOMING
.·P ·lO

TOYOTA QUALITY SrRVICF.

OIL CHANGE WITH FILTER
• lnclud", up 10 'iflu'Jrl<; ol oil imd r.•·nulnr I t1\'r>t.1
"'"'""' lillt•lillt\ <tillill···
• Coml)kl<' uu•k• !h!:·hO<.xlth<'c~. ot nil bchs,ho•e<:

$21.85

andfluidle•PI<

TOYOTA
QUALITY
WHO COUlD ASK FOR ANYTHING MORE!
TOYOTA OF MURRAY
515

Photo

by

1(estaurant

We{comes :Home
.9l{umni & :Friends

Rodeo team opens season
had first-rodeo jitters that will
go away with experience," Littrell said.
Nine collegiate rodeos are
scheduled for the 1988-89
season. Two rodeos will be held
in Murray at the West Ken·
lucky Livestock and Exposition
Center. The Expo is located one
mile west of campus on College
Farm Road. The rodeos are
Nov. 17-19 and Mar. 30-Apr .. l.
Although some of the Racers'
top riders have graduated,
several returned this season to

combine their experience with
the incoming group of riders.
Munay State is expected to be a
top contender in the Ozark
Region this year.

753·4961

t]{g,w :Hong tj(ong

ROBERT CALDWELL

RODEO TEAM (first row, from left) Beth Eimer, Stacey Blakey, Kelly Johnson, Kim Coates, Denee
Winnings, Wendy Cox, Randy Lltrell. (second row, from left) .Dr. Dewayne Driskill, Krlsty
Douglas, Bruce Payne, Greg Mayberry, Brett Brandner, Todd Cole, Dan Van Hooser, David WinnIngs, Steve Sterchi, .or. Eldon Heahcott. (Third row, from left) JoAnne Smlmth, Clint Durham,
Mike Colby, Justin Richardson, Todd Gibson, Larry Dotson, Chris Mulford, Angle Shouse, David
Denhatn.

The Racer rodeo team took
part in the first National Inter·
Collegiate Rodeo Association
<NIRA) rodeo at the University
of Missouri at Columbia, Sept.
16-18.
Despite not. doing well as a
team, there were several
outstanding individual
performances.
Randy Littrell, rodeo coach,
said he was pleased with the
overall performance of the
team.
"Many of the team's freshmen

s. 12th

L uncfieon Specia{

Monaay- !Friaay 11 a.m. -2 p.m.

If anyone is interested in jom·
ing the Rodeo Club, which con·
si~ts of t.eam members as well
as many others who simply enjoy being around the sport, attend one of the meetings which
are held on Tuesdays at 4:00
p.m. in the back classroom of
the Expo.

$2.95
Suntfay-!Jrilfay 11 a.m.-10 p.m.
Saturday 4:30 p.m.-10 p.m.
open 7 tfays a w ee/(

Ca(( 753-4488
for Carry Outs.

I

....

Stay informed. Read The Murray State News.

LEX-I
Exercise Bicycles
Pin selector and free weights
P ersonalized t raining programs
Toning pr ograms for women

We(come to tfie ...
•

V.niversity
Cfiurcfi of Cfit1st
'Bw[e C[asses................9 a.m.
Morning Worsfiip ...... 10 a.m.
i£vening Worsfiip .........G p.m.
Wednesday
'Bi6[e Cfasses...... 7 p.m.

Wolff System Tanning Beds

10 sessions - $19.95
759-4955 1413 Olive St.
Across From Ordway Hall

801 9{prtfa. 12tli.St.
(Jllcross from Stew art Staaium)
753-1881
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Team begins OVC
season this week
By MARK YOUNG
Staff Writer

The Lady Racer volleyball
team is currently riding an
11-match losing streak as the
Ohio Valley Conference season
begins.

VOLLEYBALL
Last Thursday, the team lost
to Southeast Missouri State
University, 15-12. 15-13, 15-6.
The next match was last Friday against Wichita State
Unive•·sity at the St. Louis Invitational Tournament.
Wichita managed to come away
with a 15-10, 8-15, 15-4, 15-4
win.
Marquette University was the
next opponent. MwTay Slate
lost the first game by only two
points, 16-14, but Marquette
came back strong and won the
fin~l two games by identical
scores of 15-5.
The team then faced the host
fiChool, St. Louis University. St.
Louis won the match 15-7, 15-6,
15·6. .
- The last match the Lady
·Racers played at the tournament was the closest, as they
lost to Arkon.«as State University, 15·13, 17-15, 17 15.
After the tournament, the
team t raveled to Arkansas
State to p lay ASU a n d
Mississippi State University in
a tri-match. The Lady Racers
took Mississippi State to five
games, but lost the match

12-15, 15-10, 15-9, 9-15. 15-6.
Arkansas State then defeated
the Lady Racers for the second
time in a week, 15-10, 15-8,
15·12 to drop the Lady Racers'
record to 1-11.
"We have a very inexper ienced team this year," Oscar
Segovia,
head coach, said.
"We've been playing up and
down."
The team has upgraded its
schedule this season, facing
such schools as Mi~>sissippi
State University, University of
Alabama-Birmingham, and
Auburn University.
"Playing these big-name
schools will either help us or
kill us," Segovia said. ''It will
either get us better prepared for
the OVC, or will get us so far
down that we won't be able to
believe we can win. It's very difficult for a young team to win
on the road."
Segovia said that his team
comes close to winning, but cannot seem to get over the top to
win the match.
The Lady Racer!' opened the
OVC season Wednesday in
Racer Arena. They will face
Morehead State University
tonight at. 7:00 in t he North
Gym of the Carr H ealth
Building.

There's wall-to-wall action on Mr . Gatti's Big Screen. Catch the excitement
of college and pro games on Saturday, Sunday and Monday night And
remember Mr. Gatti's is the place to party before and after your football games.

• COME
f • INf&•REGISTER
f • f"•TO WIN
f•

ASUPER TRIP TO SUPER BOWL XXIII!

Eastern Kentucky University
will play the Lady Racers
Saturday at 6 p.m. in the North
Gym.

The Hair World

4 GRAND PRIZES!
•4 Fantastic Trips For 2 to Super Bowl XXIII in Miami
HUNDREDS OF OTHER PRIZES
•Including 10 Big Screen Televisions
• 50 VCRs
• 500 Pigskin Party Headquarters Caps

Welcome Back Alumni

Distinctive hairstyling by
Roffl.er trained hairstylists
Call for an appointment
900 Coldwater Road
753-0511
Bill Redick Manager

APIGSKIN PARTY AT MR. GATTI'S
Party for 6 includes 3 large pizzas, 2 pitchers of soft drink and reserved seating.
1 winner per month, per location in September and October.

purchasa necess<lry l.bd ....,_ JlfOhotMII!d try law Valod or/Jy a1 parllCipatong Mt Galt IS See entty blanl< lor dctads

MiffiuM12~rLAiGf"~-r~RG£15''&fLiiGe~~
PIZZAS
2 FOR '1 2 .99
5 Pomts

AC Repairs

Wrecker Service

Alternators

Tune-ups

Starter

Brake Repair

All minor repairs

PIZZAS
2 FOR '1 6 .99

Up to 10 items

Up t o 10 items

each pizza

each pizza

Original Crust (Dine-in,
Take-out or Delivery)

Original Crust (Dine-in.
Take-out or Delivery)
For extra cheese or 1ddthona1

For extra cheese or additional
topplnos. add St 09 each per
Pllll NOI vahd woth other
•
CO\Ij)Ons or specaat offers Good
only at parttcrpat&ng Mr Gattfs.
One coupon per order please
Ofler good lor a hmtted ttme only
M
Dehv~y On ly In urray

topptnos adO St 59 each per
Pllll Not v~lld w•th other
coupons or speoal ol!m Good
only 11 ~rtoc•~t•no Mr Galtfs
One coupon per order please.
Otter oood tor a hmtted lime onlv
Dehvory Only In Murray

•
•
-------

Thebftl puu u\lown - or

..J

Thrt...lpoauntown . ...,

M EDIUM 12"
PIZZAS
2 FOR '1 4. 99

SAMPLER
'10.99
Up to 10 Items

each pizza

Up to 10 items

Original Crust (Dine-in.
Take-out or Delivery)
Otltr also toocl on ~~t~r

each pizza
Original Crust (Dine-in.
Taka-out or Delivery)

VEGETARIAN SAMPlER - 1

For extra clleese or acJoruonat
toppongs acid $1 09 each per
t2" ptzzaand S1.59 eacn per
IS" ptzza Not vahd wrth other
coupons or s_pectal oilers Good
onlv at parhctpallnQ Mr Gitlt"s
One coupon per ordet pleaSe

VEGETAIL£ TOPPINGS I Not
valid With other coupons or
spec<at otitiS Good only at
p;~rtiClp;lt•no Mr Gitlfs One
coupon per order please Oller
000<1 tor ahmlled tome only
DeloYPry Q<t1y In Murray

~.g=l•
Thebellpua..n~DWY> · - .:-

I

Thebellpoau uu_,., _ .,

--------~-------~-------

All Coupons Expire October 9, 1988

753-3571

753 -6656
hestnut St., Murray

~

Thebest pizza intown.?f,..tU"-1

443-9506
Irvin Cobb Or., Paducah
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Alumni tennis action
planned for weekend
Tennis enthusia.HtR among singles and doubles (for players
Murray State University alum· with tournament experience).
ni and friends will have an op· men's class B singles and
portunity to display their pro· doubles (for novice players with
west=~ on the court next Friday in
less than two years experience)
the 13th annual Homecoming and singles for men age 50 and
over. Players may enter only
tennis tournament.
Competition will begin at. 9 two events.
a.m. on the varsity court>~ on
The entry fee for the tournaChestnut Street near Regents
Hall. Bennie Pw·cell, tennis ment is a minimum contribucoach at MSU, is the touma- tion of $20 which will benefit
the tennis program at MSU.
ment director.
Persons interest in par·
The deadline for entries is
ticipating in the tournament
Sunday.
Categories for the tennis tour- should contact Purcell at
nament include men's class A 762-6124 by Sunday.

Homecoming run
planned for today

everything you're doing and read
The Murray State News !

UNLIMITED TONING
One month with coupon

$42.00

First Session FREE10% Discount with

753-8616
#1 Dixieland Shopping Center

valid MSU ID

Many other i ntramural
events
will soon get under way,
Reporter
Griffin
said.
The annual Run for the
Tuesday
night marked t he
Racers will help herald the
beginning
of
tennis singles
start of Homecoming festivities tournament. the
Eighteen people
this afternoon.
are vying to win the most sets.
The Ultimate Frisbee competition began Wed nesday. OnThis five-kilometer cross· ly two teams are involved this
campus run begins at 5:30 p.m. year, so one team must win
Participants may pay the $5 en· three of five games.
Ultimate Frisbee is a cross
try fee until that time.
All runners will receive a T- between football and basket·
shirt and Dennison-Hunt will ball. A frisbee is passed along as
award gifts to the top finishers, players try to score goals. The
Dawn Griffin, intramurals five-man team that wins the
coordinator, said entry fees for most goals in each 40·minute
this and other events are not game wins.
The tennis doubles, coed
put into the intramural coffers.
"All of the money we get from basketball, and flag football
entry fees goes back out to pay tournaments all bgin next
the officials, mainly," she said. week.
Entries are still being ac·
"It is also used to buy things
like T-shirts for participant.q. cepted for these events at the inMoney from our budget covers tramurals office, located on the
first floor of the Curris Center.
what the fees don't."
By DIANA KINGSBURY

IN IAAMURALs

FILMS INCORPORATED PRESENTS

Less Than Zero

The Name of tho Rose

House cJ Games

Tho Wid Bunch

Clnemax has more movies than any other pay TV service.
W1th C1nemax, you get aver 125 m011es each month. More than any other
pay ~channel From Hollywood hits, to foretgn and new WCNe films, to the timeless
class•cs. And on top of all that. you even get onginal programming hke music speaals
and outrageous comedy.So 1f you want to get the most entertamment. get the Max.

!f)fl!!!JJ(jjfltjj(jj!KJ.
More movies, more choice.

Add Cinemax to your regular cable service!!!
It's not as expensive as you might think !!!

Call for details...

CAJ3LE

VlS1

Oct.5
Curris Center Theater
Film times:
All times subject to change
3:30 p.m. - all tickets $1
7 p.m. and 9:30p.m.- tickets $1.50 with MSU ID
$2.50 without MSU ID
Funded by SGA

N

rrs TELEVISION WORTH WATCHING

Bel-Air Center
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Team gears up for busy
schedule this semester
By MICHAEL POWELL
Staff Writer

The women's cross country
team is gearing for a busy
schedule this semester by
pushing themselves to go that
extra mile.

WOMEN'S
CROSS COUNTRY
Margaret Simmons,
women's head track coach,
said a typical day for all of the
members of the team is to get
up around 6:30a.m. or earlier,
to do what she c!llls "an a.m.
run."
"This run is about three
miles, and gets them di~ciplin·
ed so they'll get out of bed,"
Simmons said.
Simmons said afternoon
practice breaks down into two
workouts and begins at. 3:30
p.m. These practices usually
last about 1-1/2 hours to 2·112
hours, depending on how
much time. is spent "fiddling
around," or stretching.
The workouts consist of run·
ning, in which team members
may run more than three
miles, and weightlifting,
where the women build
themselves up.
A heavy week for the team
means that they will put in an
average of 40 to 50 miles a
week. Simmons said that some

days aren't that bad. These
are what she calls "easy''
runs.
"The time varies on these,"
she said. Simmons pointed out
that although the runs are
called "easy" runs, they are
not a jog for the team
members.
Running in the summer
months is particularly grueling, said Simmons, because
most of the team's practicing
is done outdoors.
"The heat is what gets you,
especially when it's radiating
up from the hot asphalt,' ' she
said.
Simmons said there is no in·
door track for cross-country
running. The team's home
course is the Frances E. Miller
Memorial Golf Cow·se.
The team's first meet was
the Tri-Meet, held on the campus of Southern Illinois
University, at Carbondale, Ill.
They placed second in that
meet.
The team fared better at
. their second meet, placing
first in the Mid-South Invitational held at Murray State
University Sept. 10.
Simmons describes the
training regimen for women
as being just as tough as that
for men. She said that even
though the training is tough
and the pace grueling, it feels

good. l

She also knows that the
women push themselves so
hard that she does not have to
tell them if they do not run
well.
There are 12 members on
the cross country team. Simmons said her best runner is
Jackie Murzynowski, a senior
from Lakeview, N.Y.
"Jackie is an aggressive
runner. She doesn't want to he
second: she wants to be
number one," Simmons said.
Simmons said her most improved runner is Kathy
Mueller, a junior from La
Salle, Illinois.
Simmons wants her people
to finish well in races, but she
also wants them to "enjoy
what they're doing.''
"I want them t.o graduate
from MSU, and if possible,
come back to MSU," she said.
"I want them to believe that
there's nothing that they can't
do,'' she said.
Simmons' enthusiasm is evident from all of the sayings
that she has covering the
walls of her office. One of
those says it all in the way of a
personal philosophy for the
team.
It reads "I will do all I can to
win. If I cannot be first, I will
be second; I will be third. If I
cannot be aocond or third, I
will do better than I ever have
done before.''

Te~m

reunion planned
for 1948 Racer squad
Murray State's only football Golf coach Buddy Hewitt played ·
team to play in a major bowl ~nter on the team.
The 1988 Homecoming
game, the team of 1948, has
scheduled a reunion as part of parade Grand Marshal Gil
the 65th annual Homecoming Mains played tackle on the
1948 team. A recent all-time
celebration.
Ohio Valley Conference
honoree, Mains later played for
the championship Detroit Lions
team.
'l'he reunion honoring the
The 1948 Racers ended their
team will be at 6:30 p.m. next bowl bid in a 21·21 tie with Sui
Friday at the Boston Tea Party Ross State University from
restaurant in Murray's Holiday Texas in Orlando, Fla., on New
Inn. Thirty-five members of the Year's Day, Gore said.
50-member team plan to attend
"Sui Ross had the top scorer
the event, said Bailey Gore,
in
the nation in 1948 who had
associate professor in the
racked
up 28 touchdowns. and
department of health, physical the team
outweighed us by as
education and recreation.
much as 30-40 pounds pel
Gore, a haUback on the 1948 man," Ferguson said.
team, is the main organizer and
'What a team it was.
promoter of the reunion.
"What a team it was," Gore A' unique team that
said. "A unique team that
played and stayed
played and stayed together."

FOOIBALL

Gore said that the team,
which was 85 to 90 percent
World War II veterans who had
returned to college, not only set
records yet to be broken but also
changed some campus
traditions.
"You don't put a freshman's
beanie on the head of a returning World War ll veteran,"
Gore said.
Quarterback for the team was
Bill Ferguson, director of
veterans services at MSU and
former Racer football coach.

together.''

- Gore
Hewitt said he remembered
one particular player on the Sui
Ross team. "I'll never forget
Dan Blocker as long as I live.
He took up half of the opening
defensive line," Hewitt said.
Blocker later played the role of
Hoss on the long-running NBC
series Bonanza.
Additional information about
the dinner and reunion may be
obtained by calling Gore at
762-6285.
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Football- - - - - - - - - - Continued from Page 15
weakneMI in the past four
games has been the team giving
up too many big plays.
The Ract>rs will look for Proctor to have another outstanding game throwing the ball.
Proctor, on a record-breaking
pace, will look to break three
MSU football records.
Proctor will be only 151 yards
away from breaking Larry
Tillman's record for career passing yards of 5,037 and 14 yards
away from Kevin Sisk's record
of 5,296 yards in total offense
coming into this Saturday's
game.
The Racers will also try to ex·
ecute the running game they

had at R~no last week with run·
ning backs Tony Brown,
Michael Davi!': and Kenny
Flagg.
"We need to get him (Flagg)
the ball more," Mahoney said.
Flagg ran for 44 yards on four
carries against the University
of Nevada-Reno.
"We have been playing hard
every Saturday,'' Mahoney
said. "The kids' effort has been
tremendous.'·
Mahoneyisconfidentthatthe
Homecoming fan support will
help the Racers, while in most
cases, a 0-4 team would not get
much support.
"We are going in expecting to
win," Mahoney said.

510 Main St.

753-2975
12" Pizza . . . thin crust

Homecomingf-- - - - -- - - continued from Page 15
bum caught two for 41 yards.
Proctor also made use of his
teammates out of the backfield,
making eight of his 17 completions to'l'unning backs.
Mahoney said that he felt the
screen passes were necessary to
slow the quick UNR linemen
and to protect Proctor.
Defensive standouts were
freshman linebacker Reggie
Kennedy. Hartford, and senior
defensive tackle Jim Murphy,
Peabody, Mass., each with six
tackles; and sophomore
· linebacker Shelton Burruss,
Buffalo, N.Y., who had five
tackles. All three combined for
u third of the Racer's total
tnckles.
Senior return spt>cinlist Tim
Btondy, Madisonville, returned
three kicks for n total of 106
yards.

Comparatively, the Racers led
UNR in most statitica. The
Racers had 393 yards total of·
fense to the Wolf Pack's 336
yards and possession time
belonged to the Racers, owning
the ball over 35 minutes to
UNR's 24 minutes.
Penalties played a role in the
Racers' loss. Each team had
nine penalties, but one Racer
penalty cost them a touchdown
when Proctor made an illegal
forward pass into the end zone
early in the second quarter.
Mahoney said that he was not
content with the Racers' steps
of improvement each week and
he is concerned about the task
before him in Saturdav's
meeting with 'l'ennes!lee 'l'~ch
University.
·'Tech is not going to come in·
to Murray and lay down,"
Mahoney said. "They're in the
same boat; they're struggling."

$1off
14" Pizza

• • •

thin crust

$2 off
*FREE DELIVERY*
ASK.FOR DISCOUNT
N T VALID IN

OMBINATION WITH ANY

THEA OFFER

TRAVEL AND STUDY IN

ENGLAND
SUMMER 1989
Term I - June 8-July 10

Earn MSU credit .

Select from 35 courses in:
Hstory

Advertisilg
Art

Hunanities

CommtJ'lication

Jounalsm

Creative Writng
Economics

Library Science
MJsic
Philosophy
Poitical Science
Psychology
Sociology

Ec1Jcatlon
Er9&h Literature
Geography

Geok>gy
Guidance

Theatre Prod.Jctlon

For information, contact:
Dr . Ron CeUa
Dr. Tracy Harrington
F
acuity Resource Center
7C4 Faculty HaJI

762-4532
,...

762-4411

Study tour, inclucing stays with British famines and
at universities in major cities in Britain .
Excursion to Dubf10 .
Term II- July ?-August 10
Based at King's College, Kensington. London. with
weekly opportunities for travel throughout Britain .
OptionaJ tours to Paris. Scotland. and Wales .

UNDER $2,400
Includes airfare, room and board,
·tours, tuition, travel within Britain
and extras .
""'-

..A..

w Financial aid for eligible students . w

I Cooperative Center for Study in BritB.in
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Actor/professor rates Murray 'ideal place'
By ANGIE WATSON
Staff Writer

Every year, the Big Apple spills over
with more aspiring actors who seek
the fabled city of discovery. They come
from small town.s and big cities for the
chance to someday see their name in
bold black letters on marquees and
movie screens.
Mar k Ma linauskas, director of
theater performance on campus, bad
the same dream when he made the trip
from New Mexico to New York City
years ago. The new graduate bad just
earned a master's degree in drama and
English at Highland University in
New Mexico and was determined to
build his own acting career. ''I had
stars in my eyes," Malina uskas said.
But after nine months in New York
City, th e th e n 23 -ye ar -ol d
Malinauskas decided that he was not
accomplishing his goal. ''I didn't have
a network that l think a n actor re·
quires," he said. "While I made some
contacts, I was not prt!parcd as well as
I think students are today for what
they face in the City. You need to
know people who are working in
theater."
Malinauskal:l uuditioncd for the
American Shakespeare Theatre in
Stratford, Conn., while living in New
York. "They wero not lookmg for 21
and 22·year-old actors who had no
significant stock expedcnce and I hod

not,'' he said. "I had some stock ex·
perience but didn' t have an equity
card (union card). As a consequence, it
became difficult to go to casting, where
they were doing equity casting."
The aspiring actor went on to join
the military and became entertain·
ment director at Ft. McPherson in
Atlanta. He traveled the Southeast,
directing plays and setting up tours for
groups that toured officer clubs, he
said.
A teaching job aa an English teacher
at an elementary school took him to
Bakersfield, Calif. While there, he
became involved in summer theater.
During the summer of 1965,
Malina uskas met actor pavid Ogden
Stiers, who played the character of
Charles on M •A •S•H. He and Stiers
worked together during two shows at
the California Shakespeare Festival in
Santa Clara, Calif.
He later met Stiers in Oregon while
working on the set of the movie Drive,
He Said. Malinauskas learned Of t he
movie from an associate producer who
happened to be visiting the campus
where Malinauskas was studying for
h1s doctorate, he said.
The movie, directed by Jack
Nicholson, starred Bruce Dern and
Karen Black. The associate producer
told Malinnuskus that he could be
perfect for the five·minute role of a
psychiatrist, Mf!linnuskus said. The

movie centered around a basketball
team and the effort of the team owner
to prevent his players from being
drafted.
"I was excited by the money I made,"
Malinauskas said. "At the time I was
offered to join the Screen Actor's
Guild. I chose to keep the money and
not pay the union initiation fee

<•500)."

Michael Warren, who starred as Bob·
by Hill on "Hill Street Blues" was the
technical director of the movie,
Malinauskas said.
"I tell my students thia....We know
that Jack is really interested in
basketball," Malinauskas said. "When
we were doing the movie, what would
happen waa that the cinematographer
would aet up the shots. In the mean·
time, Michael and Jack were out playin g on e-o n · one basketball, "
Malinaskas said. "They brought half
of a basketball court so that J ack could
play basketball with Michael. Then
they'd call Jack in and have him look
at t he shots and he'd say, 'Yea h, that
looks all right."'
Malinauskas, then 30, decided to
pursue educat ionaJ theater, he said.
"By that time, I had discovered t hat
an actor's life is not secure,'' he said. "I
was one of those individuals that required security. I did not want to live
the life of a nomad. As a consequence, I
decided to go into educational theater,

where you have eome aemblance of
security and are able to do what you
want to do theatrically."
His career change took him to
Lawrence University in Appleton,
Wis. While at Lawrence University be
became director of the summer theater
called Attic Theatre and met the
young aspiring actor, Willem DaFoe.
DaFoe, who had just graduated from
high school, was a stagehand for the
summer theater company ,
Malinauskas said. Gradually, he
became cast in parts. DaFoe played t.he
part of Charlie Brown in "You're a
Good Man, Charlie Brown," under
Malinauskas' direction, he said.
"He (DaFoe) was a very young, en·
thusiaatic, peraerveriq theater person," Malinauakas said. " He was a
very jovial, kind, considerate per·
son..•very unlike some of the villains
I've seen him play recently on televi·
sion. He looks lean and mean. I don't
think that's him internally.''
Malinauskas said he has been keeping up with DaFoe's career, ever since
he saw " Platoon." DaFoe plays the
part of Sgt. Elias in the movie.
"I've tried to keep up with most of
the people I've worked with that have
.gone on to do other theatrical things,"
Mal inauskas said.
See ACTOR/PROFESSOR
Page 98

Alumna writer talks aoout achievements, goals
By CATHY DAVENPORT
campus Life Editor

Alumna Sandra Crockett
Moore has achieved a dream
and career goal that has left her
"floating on the ceiling."
But - as she will testify - it
wasn't an easy task.
"It's a tough business ... real
tough," Moore, 43, said about
her writing career. "I've been
incredibly lucky, I think."
Moore, who r ecei ve d a
master's degree in English from
Murray State in 1983, recently
had her first novel published by
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich and
named book of the month by
Troll Book Club, the nation's
third largest book club.
Private Wood.9 tells the story
of a man and woman who meet
again 17 years after the Vietnam War separated them,
relive their past and reevaluate
their lives. The novel was
released officially Thursday,
but many bookstores - including the University Store have had the work in place on
their shelves for several weeks.
"This is unheard of, to get ac·
cepted so quickly,'' Moore said.
She spent approximately 18
months writing the novel, and
it took about the same amount
of time for the publication process, she said .
The writer's success, however,
was the result of more than just
luck, she said. It also took hard
work and determination.
"Many days, I don't look up
(from writing) until I hear the
kids cQme home from school,"
the mother of two gir ls, 16 and
12, said. Moore said she starts
writing early in the morning
and tries to work at least six

hours a day, five days a week.
Her dally goal is to produce
three good pages of story.
"I think the mystique of
writers is overdone. It's just a
job like everything else," Moore
said. " I think most of it is deter·
mination and hard work, and it
is a craft t hat can be taught."
And that craft, she said,
sometimes requires a great deal
of patience. "It is a lonely process to sit down and face t hat
blank screen every day,'' she
said.
Yet, the satisfaction Moore
gains from writing is more t han
enough to make up for the more
difficult aspects of the career,
she said.
''There's no bigger high, I
think, than having a good day
of writing and having produced
something that wasn't there
before," she said.
After receiving her bachelor's
degree in English and art from
David Lipscomb College in
Nrushville, Tenn., Moore taught
junior high school classes before
returning to school at Murray
State for a master's degree emphasizing creative writing. She
also taught as an adjunct facul·
ty member at MSU in 1984 and
worked in the Faculty Resource
Center in 1985.
Moore has lived briefly in
New Mexico and California, but
she has spent the majority of
her lifetime in east and west
Tennes11ce and Kentucky, she
said. For the past 10 years, she
has lived in Paris, Tenn., with
her husband, Larry, and their
daughters, Susan a nd Summer.
And this region of the country
that she has come to know so
well bas played a major role in

Private Wood8, which is set in nam - boys I knew in high
the east Tennessee mountains. school and, eventually, my
" It helps to know your set- husband.
ting," she said. Moore also ex"I guess the idea (for the
plained that other personal ex- novel) came out of people I
per iences contributed to her know. That's really the seed of
novel.
the book, and it grew from
"I'm of the Vietnam genera· there," she said. "I wanted to
tion, I suppose ... growing up in write something that I would
the '60s,'' Moore said. "A lot of enjoy reading, and that 's what I
my friends were sent to Viet· set about doing.

"I try not to leave anything
out,'' 's he said, commenting that
the novel is also a love story and
a deer-hunting story.
In addition to Private Woods
- which, she said, is not the
first novel she ever began
writing but the only one she has
completed - Moore has written
several short stories. One, titled
"Caesar," earned her the PEN
Syndicated Fiction Award last
year.
She has also t r ied her pen at
poet ry. although she admitted
that fiction is her "medium."
"Someday, I hope to get a collection of s h ort stories
together," the writer said. But,
for now, she is keeping busy
writing a second novel, which,
she said, will be set in the west
Tennessee mountains and the
Land Between the Lakes
region.
And, of course, she is ent husiastically waiting for feedback on Private Woods - in·
eluding whether or not she will
get to see the work on screen
someday, as the movie rights to
the novel have been sold and a
screenplay written by Moore,
producer David Brown ("Jaws,"
"The Verdict," "Butch Cassidy
and t he Sundance Kid") and actor Robert Fields ("Anna").
But, regardless of all else,
Moore said she plans to con·
tinue writing for a long, long
while.

Photo courtesy of MSU TIMES

ALUMNA WRITER Sandra Crockett Moore's first novel, Private
Woods, wu officially released In bookstores across the country
Thursday.

"I'm happy right now doing
what I a m. Writing of some
form is what I want to do," sh e
said - even though it is a
"tough ...real t ough" business.

Murray's Playhouse in the Park
opens tonight with 'Our Town'
By MARK YOUNG
Reporter

Murray's Playhouse in the
Park is gearing up for another
season with a variety of plays,
according to Katie Carpenter,
Playhouse volunteer.
The season opens tonight with
Our Town, a Thornton Wilder
play. Evening shows will be
tonight, Saturday and Oct. 7
and 8, with matinees Sunday
and Oct. 9.
In December, the Children's
Theater Company will present
Babes in Toyland for its annual
Christmas play at the Calloway
County Public Library.
And early next year, students
in grades 5-8 will perform The
Great Cross Country Race. The
play will tour area elementary
schools, and a preview perfof'·
mance is scheduled for the
public, Carpenter said.

Playhouse in the Park's an·
nual dinner theater in
February will feature the
musical comedy A Funny Thing
Happened on the Way ro the
Forum. The dinner theater will
be presented in the Curris
Center Ballroom.
Also in the spring, the community theater will present
Beth Henley's Crimes of the
Heart, a play which earned high
reviews on Broadway.

presented then by local
playwrights in the West Kentucky Playwrights Group.
"We welcome any high school
or college students who want to
help us out in any way,''
Carpenter said. "Most of them
are interested in the technical
side."
Carpenter said anyone interested in trying out for any of
the plays should attend auditions, which will be announced
in the Murray Ledger and
"Sometime in the summer, Times, or contact Liz Bussey at
the Young Actors Guild will be the Playhouse box office,
putting on some plays, but right 759-1752.
now we really can't do anything
with them because of time,"
Season tickets are available
. Carpenter said.
now at the Playhouse box office.
The theater group will also The cost for adults is $22, $17
host the ft.rst West Kentucky for senior citizens and $12 for
Playwrights' Festival in April. students. Tickets for individual
Plans for the festival are not yet plays may be purchased for $5
complete, Carpenter said, but for adults, $4 for senior citizens
short plays will likely be and $3 for students.

Comedian Tommy Blaze to appear
Tuesday in Curris Center Stables
By CATHY COPE
Assistant Campus Life Editor

Photo by A08ERT CALDWELL

.

Peek-a-boo

Laura Lynch, a sophomore from Calvert City, takes time out of
her day as a student to play a little game of peek-a-boo with
her son, Curtis, In front of Price Doyle Fine Arts Building.

Comedian Tommy Blaze will
appear in the Stables at 7:30
p.m., Oct. 4 as another act in
the Student Government
Association·sponsored "Comedy
Zone" show.
Blaze, who will perform Tues·
day, had a role in the movie
Beverly Hills Cop and is cowriter of two movies, one in production with Eddie Murphy,
Ken Phillips, his agent, said.
He has appeared on David
Brenner's Night Life three
times, as well as on Star Search.
several times.
Comedy & Entertainment
Magazifle has described Blaze

as a fast-rising comedian,
Phillips said.
"Tommy uses a lot of observational humor," he said. "Things
that you see everyday."
Phillips said Blaze is known
as the "Rock·n·Roll Comedian."
"He does a bit about music,
rock-n-roll," Phillips said. "He
is the quickest wit on stage that
I've ever seen. He's one of our
top· requested comedians."
For comic show bookings, Eric
Crigler, chairman of concerts,
said he contacted the National
Association for College Activities, which sent him a
videotape of comedians to
review.
"Of the four comedians that I

asked for, we got three," Crigler ·
said.
"It was a decis1on between
myself and Tim Beck (chairman
of Coffee House) to try and br·
ing Tommy Blaze here," Crigler
said. "He (Blaze) really showed
potential; he hasn't been in
comedy long, and I think he has
a chance to make it big," he
said.
Crigler said the turnout for
the last comedian was not big
because the show did not get
much publicity.
"I think word of mouth will
help a lot," Crigler said. "I'm
hoping if there is big support
<for Blaze), I may get a bigger
act for the end."

Classified
Govemment Jobs!
$18,037 to $69,405.
Immediate hiring! Your area.
Call (Refundable)
1-518·459·3611 Ext. F 4069A
for Federal List 24 Hrs.

Autos For Sale

participants.

•Is it true you can buy Jeeps for
$44 through the U.S.
government? Get the facts
today!
Call 1·312·742·1142 Ext 2559

Reward
Professor Helen Roulston
lost her eyeglasses and
brown eelskin case Friday at
5 p.m .. She was around the
Waterfield Library, Science
Building and College Farm
Road.
Call 762-4723, Department
of English, Faculty Hall 7-84
or 753-6590, 1706.

Part-time Jobs
NINTENDO Games
and Players are HERE!
Over 3,000 Movies

Jti'DVIES TU &D
Cheri Theatre Lobby

Wendy's has part time
positions available on the
dinner, evening and week~nd
shifts. Apply in person 2 p.m.·
4 p.m., Monday through Friday.

Classified
Advertising Works!

THURSDAY, OCT6
3 PI"'· CutthiN ri~/d

Q

..ADPI500'
Murray Gulf

South 12th at.
G u If.
758-9164
Mechanic 011 Duty
Monday - Friday 8:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.

"Free Car Wash With

IOIVCPEN241-0..BSI
(Closed from 3 p.'m. Sundays to 8

a.m. Mondays)

Welcome Alumni
P11oeo 11r aNT LD

DURING ALPHA Delle PI NI"'O''Iy'e "ADPIIOO' ..,.... ~ Fllday ............ fr111em1ty
...... dah•• urefully•••to .... flnleh ... during . . . . ....., , . .,
By CATHY COPE
Alalstant

eamp. ur. Editor

For the 18C0nd Friday in a
row, Cutchin Field waa a place

''We had a pod turn-out,"
Stephanie Stephens, ADPi
president, said.

the fraternity with the lllOit
aipamree won.

Praternitiel competed in a
scavenger hunt Wedneeday,
aearchi.q for items such u a
guter belt, a MichiaaD liceule
plate and a book of ma&cbea
&om Taylor"• Tav.-n..

11te P{um 'Iree
RESTAURANT

Fuii-Servics Restatrcllt
FresHy~Meals

1-krre rKJe DassiE

Alpha Tau Omega fraternity
of excitement, entertainment won the events c:ompet.ition.
and Greek competition.
and Broob Barton, an ATO
With the eehoea of Sept. 16's member from Murray, wu
Lambda Chi Alpha Watermelon named a Mr. ADPi 800. Tau
Bust not loq gone, campus Kappa Epsilon fraternity
fraternities pthered at the received the overall Sph-it
ThUI'IIIIay was Ribboa Day,
fie ld for Alpha Delta Pi Award.
and oompet.itGn ......ri.
sorority's 16th annual ADPi
bema &om ADPi members ror
500 competition.
ADPi 500 week actually various ofl'-t~e-wall pedorKeepiq with the local tradi- ~ TueadQ, Stepheu said, lDMHM,tiUid.
tion, fraternity men competed With "Meet a Pi" Day. In this
in gamett auc:b aa ~ ea relay event, fraternity memben were
... ADPIIOO
race, tug-o-war, a water balloon required to sip liD that ADPl
toea and Mr. ADPl SOO cont.t. memben carried 8I"'UUId. and

.....

Wolff System Tanning Center
Olympic Plaza 753-WOLF
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Bring in this coupon and receive

$1.50

off

any package

Wolff System
Rcpb•lO.JJ.88
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Q Check out our Homeco~ng Specials ¢I
Endless Summer Specials
5 visits $18
$39.95
unlimited tanning
1 month -1 visit per day

10 visits + 1 free
$30
Students $27

$89.95
unlimited tanning
3 months -1 visit per day

Any questions? Give us a ealll
We male Ianning our #11 prioruyl
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Guier ends tong MSU career
By STEPHANIE STEPHENS
Staff Writer

After 42 years at Murray
State Univers ity, Martha Guier
retired in June, leaving behind
a variety of campus positions
and friends - a move which she
said leaves her with mixed
emotions.
Although Guier had been the
director of the Wrather Western
Kentucky Museum for the past
seven years, her start at Mur·
ray State University began in
1946 as the secretary to E.H.
Smith, director of extension and
placement, she said.
"At this time, all ad·
ministrative offices were still in
the Wrather Museum, not
Sparks Hall," Guier said.
After Smith's retirement the
following year, Guier worked 21
years alongside M.O. Wrather
and helped him balance his
many campus responsibilities,
including being director of
public relations and executive
officer of both the Alumni
Association and MSU Founda·
tion. And Guier said she re·
mained a close friend with
Wrather until his death in
1970.
When Wrather became the ex·
ecutive vice·president of the
University in 1968, Guier

became director of placement
services for 13 years. She en·
joyed this position. she said,
because of her daily association
with the students of Murray
State.
Guier also said she was able
to develop a close friendship
with the late Jesse Stuart, a
Kentucky poet laureate from
Greenup County. The two met
while Stuart was recovering
from a heart attack in 1954, and
for 15 years, Guier typed and
edited manuscript for him, she
said.
Her father, Quint T. Guier,
was also a close frined of Stuart.
"Daddy and Jesse became best
of friendS because they shared
common interests," she said.
A common interest of the two
men was the Jesse Stuart
Creative Writing Workshop
developed by Stuart on Murray
State's campus. Guier's father
was also part of the program,
serving as a director.
When Wrather Museum was
completed in 1981, Guier
became its director. Her respon·
sibility, she said, was basically
getting the museum started.
Many changes have occurred in
the museum in the past seven
years, including the movement

We reac t1 MSU l1ke no orw else.

The Murray State News

of the Boy Scout Museum offices
into the building, she sald.
Guier also said she believes
the expansion of campus is the
main change since she has been
here.
"All aspects of growth are
visible," she said. "Course offer·
ings and the number of
students, faculty and staff are
all much larger." Guier also
said the move of the ad·
ministrative offices from
Wrather to Sparks Hall in 1967
was another major change.
Although Guier was en·
thusiastic when she talked of
her 42 years at Murray State,
she gave no indication of regret·
ting her retirement.
"I wake up every morning
thinking I don't have to go to
work," Guier said. "I e:rijoy liv·
ing off-schedule."
Guier said she plans to spend
her retirement traveling and
taking care of her garden and
flowers. She also speaks fondly
of her dog, Cricket, with which
she said she spends a great deal
of her time.
All in all, Martha Guier
seems to be enjoying all aspects
of her retirement, although her
years at the University will
always be a special part of her
life.

See Murray Florist for all your
Homecoming needs
Check our display of
Murray Mums
Place your orders early!
Bel-Air Center
Murray

Homecoming
Specials 20 - 4CJOA,
Good Through Saturday

New arrivals daily!
Watches
Baskets
Lamps
Picture Frames
Greeting Cards
~'X/S/~

ADPi500--------------------------------Continued from Page 38
''They (fraternities) are out
there together and they have
fun," Stephens said. "But when
it comes down to the events,
there's competition."
Throughout the week, the
sorority raised approximately

..::,
~
~
~
~
~
~
~

$1,700, Stephens said, for the
ADPi · national philanthropy,
Ronald McDonald Houses which help provide free housing
for parents of children in
hospitals.
The money was raised
through a $30 entrance fee for

Prese~ting
Monday 2for 1
Buffet Special
5 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Roy's Pharmacy)

Olympic Plaza

A

*..::,
~

..::,

~

..::,

Darcy's
(Next to

~~--~K J

7

Head First For
Judy & Shere's

all fraternities involved and T·
shirts sales.
"We sold massive amounts of
T·shirts," Stephens said.
"I was real excited about how
much money we raised," she
said. "It was more than the
other three years that I have
been here."
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Many campus activities offered
to students throughout season
By STEPHANIE STEPHENS
Staff Writer

Now that fall is upon us and
winter is around the corner,
many students complain of the
lack of things to do.
If, however, they would take a
good look around campus at the
many programs offered, they
would quickly realize that Murray State has plenty to keep
them occupied as an alternative
to the classroom.
Besides the remaining Racer
football games, volleyball
games, and upcoming men's
and women's basketball games
students may attend free of
charge, they will also have the
opportunity to take an active
part in any of approximately 45
fall and winter intramural
activities.
Intramural& comprise the
largest organized activity on
campus, with more than onethird of the student body participating, Jim Baurer, director
of campus recreation, said.
Students may participate in
team or individual activities
ranging from basketball, racquetball and volleyball to the
Thanksgiving Turkey Trot and
the new Snowball Softball.
The Sports Club program is
another organized activity
available to students on campus. The club is strictly studentrun and provides chess, men's
and women's bowling, fencing,
soccer and karate. Those involved al!!O have the option of tournament competition with other
universities, Baurer said.

The Women's Leisure Skill
"Every change we have made
Series is another new program, has been a benefit to the prohe said, and meets once a week gram. I have not been
for four weeks. In the program, dissatisfied with any," Baurer
women identify what they enjoy said.
during their leisure time and
For students who do not wish
decide if they want to learn to become involved in organized
more about it by participating.
sports, there are a variety of
The Sport Instruction Pro- facilities on campus for
unorganized recreation, he said.
gram is also new and is
available on Saturday mornSome of the outdoor facilities
ings between 10 and noon. The are the tennis and basketball
program is twofold: participants courts, the Frisbee golf course
learn more about a particular and par course, the archery
sport and about others here dur- area, the horseshoe pits, the
ing the weekend with their sand volleyball courts and the
same interests.
intramural field.
As a break from class, CamBesides the Curris Center
pus Recreation also features
Curris Center Daze one day a game room, Carr Health
week. The activities have in- Building provides a number of
cluded airplane flying and golf indoor recreational facilities,
putting, and Baurer said new including a swimming pool, six
and different events are still be- racquetball courts, men's and
women's weight rooms, a jogging planned.
The Walk Club is also an ing track above the Racer
alternative this year for people Arena and gyms for basketball,
who do not care to run or jog, volleyball and badminton.
but prefer walking. Club
All of these facilities are
members walk for time, not available to students free of
distance, Baurer said. Those charge. Admission to the Carr
who walk a specific amount of Health Building requires a stutime can win prizes such as T- dent identification card.
shirts.
Student-taught aerobics proCampus Recreation made a
grams
are also offered in each of
major move this summer from
Carr Health Building to the the women's resident halls as
first floor of the Curris Center. well as in Carr Health
Building. The cost is $10 a
Baurer said he believes the in- semester,
and students may
crease in intramural participa·
tion is due to more traffic in the contact the Housing Office for
office and being more visible in more information.
the Curris Center. Overall, he
See ACTIVITIES
said he is excited about the
relocation of the offices.
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Murray State's '88
Homecoming
753--1640

114 S. 5th St. Murray

ENGLISH SOLE
Don't bum up
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Shop our transitional
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lightweight jersey.
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Good Luck
Homecoming
Open 7 a.m. to midnight 7 days a week
South 12th & Glendale
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Racers !!
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'Voice of the Racers'

Fifteen years behind
Game announcer speaks
about himself, University
By CATHY DAVENPORT
Campus life Editor

\

"First down ...Racers!"
To many, that quote brings to mind a familiar voice one that has been known to echo through the air at Roy
Stewart Stadium during many years of football games.
But what about the man behind that voice? Who is he?
What is he like? What does he do?
Pete Lancaster - well-known as the "Voice of the
Racers"- has been announcer for Murray State University home football games since 1973, making this his 15th
Homecoming behind the microphone. A native of
Somerset, Lancar;ter is a 1971 graduate of Murray State,
where he had a major in English and minors in speech and
history and is an alumnus member of Sigma Chi fraterni·
ty. Employed in radio advertising sales for WSJP-AM and
WBLN-FM in Murray, he is 46 years old and single.
In a recent interview, Lancaster talked about his begin·
nings in radio and as an announcer, his love for football
and his feelings about Murray State.

IIIII

What was you first job

/A.Q

It was at WSFC in Somerset. I started in radio in

~Q

How did you tet interested in broadcasting?

1958.

/AQ

When I was in high schoo~ we had to join an activities club. My friend and I went to the room for
photography, and it was full.l ended up with ajob on the
"Teen· Time Hour" (announcing records on the high school
radio station), and I loved it.
At WSJP, LancaAter said he has done newscasts and
remote broadcasts, covered news events and written pro·
duct ions. All in all, he has done a little bit or everything in
radio- including store spot commercials for Piggly Wigg·
ly food stores and some voice-overs for Murray Cablevi·
sion. And he has addressed the public at saveral types of
events. Even his game-announcing experience goeR
beyond the realm of football.

~g

Do you have a favorite sport?

/AQ

I loue football. I like all sports, and I'ue actually done
play-by-play in football, baseball and basketball. But /like
football best.

(Q}Q
ft:l.Q
®a

Do you get nervous before tames?
No, not nervous. I get

exci~... .

What was your biggest stumble on the public

~dress system?

/AQ

(Knocking on wood) I haven't had any major faux
pas. I've been fortunate. I do get excited, and I do get emotional... . I hope I don't ever do anything that would em bar·
rass me.

Lancaster said he was credited once by the Ohio Valley
Conference commissioner as the most impartial an·
nouncer on the air. He did admit, however, that he has actually said some things before realizing he had not yet
turned otT his microphone, including the time during the
first game of this season when he said - under his breath
but, nonetheless, on the air- to the opposing team, "We
need a fumble, guys." He is still getting teased about that
slip-up, he said.

PETE "Voice of the Racers" Lancaster aays his love for Murray State I~

reasons he has announced Racer home football games for the past 15 yt
as the reason he plans to continuing announcing for years to come.
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the Racer microphone
~Q

What does it take to be a good announcer?

/A.Q

1 personally feel that a PA's responsibility is not to
be a play-by-play man. ... You try to get them (fans who
don't know the officials' signals) informed. With the inflection ofyour voice you try to get the fans excited. And you try
to be as accurate as you possible can.

~Q

What is your normal routine at a game?

/A.Q

I'm ususually there an hour and a half early,
reading over scripts. It's pretty well scripted. Everything
that is announced is cleared through sports information.
... We begin with the band show, introduce players, tell
about upcoming events on campus, introduce special
guests....

~Q

What's the best game you've ever seen?

/A.Q

Without a doubt, it was against Western <Kentucky
University) in 1980. We won 49 to 0. (WKU was
undefeated that season thus far.) That has to be the most
exciting game rve ever experienced.

~Q

The worst game?

/A.Q

We haven't had that many bad ball games in
Stewart Stadium.

®Q

How did the "Hi, Pete"-"Hi, Racer Band'' tradition during third quarter of every game begin?

/A.Q

One day during rehearsal, they were out there on the
field. I just started waving ar&d saying "Helw, Racer
Band." And they got together and said, "Hi, Pete," and
now every third quarter, they oo it.

~Q

Why do you announce the games?

/A.Q

I wve Murray State. I think it's exciting to be part of
the action in the press box. Since high schoo~ I've never sat
in the stands and watched a ganu!. (He has always worked
in some capacity, either on the field or in the press box.)

~Q

Have you ever miased a game since you've
been an announcer for Murray State?

/A.Q

I have not missed a football game since 1973 (when
he began announcing). Every time they've fired up the
lights and brought the football team to the stadium, l'IJe
been there.

®

Do you plan to keep announcing for a long

/A.Q

For as king as they want me.

Q

time?

Perhaps Lancaster's eagerness to continue as the "Voice
of the Racers" is because his ties to the University go
beyond that of being a football announcer - beyond that of
being an alumnus. For 12 years, 1973-1985, Lancaster
worked on campus and out in the student recruiting fields
as an admissions counselor. And, for several years, he
served as director of the Summer Orientation program for
incoming freshmen .
A man with an obviously easy-going attitude and a fre·
quent smile, Lancaster is an acquaintance and friend to
many on campus - both to students and faculty. And,
though he no longer works at the University, he is often
seen, either on campus or off, sharing a pat on the back, a
hug or a laugh with one of those students whom be took
the time to get to know...and whom he continues to take
the time to ask about.
1 one of the

~Q Do you ever think about leaving Murray and
gomg someplace else?

tars,. as well

Everybody's got to be someplace, and
I've lived in big cities, and I came
it here.

Photos by LARRY NIX

So the next time you're at a Racer home football game,
listen carefully. You'll know it's him.
"First down...Racers!"

Friday

Sept. 30

P l ayhouse in the Park. "Our
Town." Sbowtime is 8 p.m. at the
Playhouse in the City-County Park
(Murray). Tickets are $5 adults, $4
s enior cit i zens , and $3 for
students/children.
ROTC challenge The Reserved Officer Training Corps, invite all fraternities to challenge them in the
"Homecoming run." It will take place
at the Carr Health Building at 5:30
p.m. The cost is $5. The race is open to
everyone.
Volleyball. Racers vs. Morehead
State, 7 p.m. North gym, Carr Health
Building.
"Th e Show" broadcut. Will be
shown on Murray State's very
own. ..channel 11, at 4:30p.m.

Saturday

Oct.1

Footb a ll. (Homecoming game).
Racers take on Tennessee Tech at 2
p.m.
Volleyb all. Racers vs. Eastern Kentucky at 6 p.m. in Racer Arena. Free
admission.
Men's Cross Country. At Alabama
Invitational.
Women's Cross Country. At Saluki
Invitational, Carbondale, Illinois.

Sunday

Oct. 2

Playh ou se in th e Park. " Our
Town.'' At 8 p.m. in the City-County
Park (Murray). Tickets are $5 adults,
$4 senior citizens, and $3 for
students/children.
Fellowship Meal. At Murray Christian Fellowship, 1508 Chestnut St., 6
p.m. Free Admission.

Monday

Oct. 3

Business Club meeting. Will meet
with Arthur Young at 7 p.m. in the
Ohio Room of the Curris Center.
"The Show" broadcast. Will be
shown on Murray State's very
own... channel 11, at 10 p.m . See
" Around Campus" for more
information.
Guest Lecture. Dr. James M. Wall,
editor of The Christian Century
Magazine,will speak on the topic of
"Film and Religion," in the Curris
Center Theater at 7:30 p.m. Free
admission.

Tuesday

Oct. 4

Radio Club presentation. 7:30p.m.,
in Room 208-N of the Applied Science
building. All those interested in
amateur radio are welcome to attend.
See "Around Campus'' for more
information.
Guest Lecture. Dr. James M. Wall,
editor of The Christia1l Century
MQ8azine, will speak on the topic of
"The Media, Ethics, and Politics," at
11 a .m. in the Curris Center Theater.
Free admission.

Wednesday

Oct. 5

Bible Study. At Murray Christian
Fellowship, 1508 Chestnut St., 6:30
p.m.
Volleyball. Racers vs. Evansville. 7
p.m. in Racer Arena. Free admission.
"Th e Sh ow., taping. Murray State
University's TV-11 will tape a new
talk show at the Stables (Currie
Center, 1st floor) at 9:30 p.m.
Everyone is invited to attend. Free
admission.
Public Relations Club meeting. In
Ohio Room of the Curris Center, third
floor, 7 p.m. New members are
welcome.

Thursday

Oct. 6

Interested In Amateur
Radio?

Cinema International. "A Man
Called Horse." 7:30p.m. in the Currie
Center Theater (third floor). Free admission to all.
Open House. Center oflnternational
Programs. Faculty and Staff invited.
3-5 p.m. See "Around Campus."
Piano Concert. Duo-pianists Yarbrough and Cowan. 8 p.m. Lovett
Auditorium. Tickets will be sold at
t he door for $15-adults, $5-students.
Business Club meetin g. Will meet
with "York, Neil & Company." 7 p.m.
in the Ohio Room of the Curris
Center.
Entry deadline. For Alpha Sigma
Alpha "Softball Tournament," to be
played on Sunday, October 9th. For
more information, contact Sherry
Morris at 753-8869.

MSU
Air''

The Murray State Amateur Radio
Club will show a videotape entitled
"The New Frontier of Amateur
Radio," Tuesday, Oct. 4, in Room
208-N of the Applied Science
Building.
This look at the exciting hobby of
amateur radio will highlight the f1t11t
of a series of classes sponsored by the
club to help people earn an amateur
radio license.
For more information, contact Bill
Call at 762·6897.
All those interested are welcome
free of charge.

Guest Lecture

TV-11 ... "On the

For campus and area news as well
as weather and sports, tune in to Mur·
ray State's very own...channelll .
The broadcasts can be seen Monday
through Thursday at 6 and 9:30 p.m.
Other programming available includes music videos, interview shows,
the award-winning locally produced
"Lafferty Hall," and a new talk show •
performed in the Stables (Curris
Center, 1st floor) called "The Show,"
which is taped before a live studio audience on Wednesdays' at 9:30 p.m.
Admission is free.
For more information contact Alan
Greule, professor of RadiotrV, at
762-4663.

Dr. James M. Wall, editor of The
Christian Century Magazine , will be
speaking on campus.
His topic on Monday will center on
"Film and Religion," and will take
place at the Curris Center Theater at
7:30p.m.
On Tuesday, Dr. Wall will speak on
"The Media, Ethics, and Politics." It
will be at the Curris Center Theater
at 11 a.m.
Everyone is invited to attend. Admission is free.

Plano Concert
Traveling to Lovett Auditorium
with their 7-foot Hamburg Steinways,
America's premier husband-and-wife
duo piano team, Joan Yarbrough and
Robert Cowan, will let their fingers
do the entertaining.
It all takes place Saturday, Oct. 6,
in Lovett Auditorium at 8 p.m.
Tickets are $15 for adults, and $5
for students.

"Right Next
to
Campus"

507 N. 12th St.

.'Welcome To Homecoming
'88
Alumni and Friends"
,
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Construction progressing
on new restaurant, hotel
By TERESA BRAGG
Staff Wnter

This could be the last year
that Homecoming visitors have
to stay in nearby towns because
of the l ac k of hotel
accomodations.
Area visitors and residents
will soon have the option of
staying in Shoney's Inn and
dining at Shoney's Restaurant.
The new establishments,
located on Highway 641 North
will be open for business next
month, according to Ellis
Copeland, owner.
Construction began on the
two busine sses in May ,
Copeland said, and he expects
the restaurant to be open in early October and the inn later
that month.
Copeland also said he has
been moderately interested in

building in Murray for the last
four or five years but just
recently made the decision. He
said part of the reason he chose
Murray was because the
University is located here and
the Murray Chamber of Commerce was so aggressive.
"We look forward to a close
relationship with the University and with industry,"
Copeland said.
The main nucleus of h is
businesses is in Paducah, he
said, and he wanted to locate
another business within a
manageable distance.
"Murray seems to have the ingredients I was seeking,"
Copeland said.
Copeland also owns the Days
Inn and West Town Inn in
Paducah and the Best Western
in Hopkinsville.
The new inn, which will be
one of 50 in the Shoney's chain,

\

will contain 72 units with five
suites, Copeland said. Also
located inside t he motel will be
a meeting room seating 100 people and a conference room
seating 16 people.
In the spring, he said, an outdoor pool will be built, and con·
struction wor kers are currently
working to complete a n enclosed wave-tech pool and an exercise room.
Copeland said he expects the
main patrons of the businesses
to be vacationers and business
people.

Thursday, Oct. 6
7 p.m. Tennessee Room
Curris Center
NEW DIRECTIONS
A campus ministry sponsored by
the Presbyterian Church (USA).
The United Church of Christ.
and The Christian Church (Disciples)

The owner will be leasing the
restaurant to Jimco Foods of
Paducah. The restaurant will
seat approximately 150 people
and will be the first in Kentucky tQ have the new interior
Shoney's design, Copeland said.

Captain D's.
4CanEatFor

Actor/professor·- -- -- -- - -- -- - - - conttnued from Page 1B
While Malinauskas has had
the opportunity to meet many
performers working in summer
theater, his favorite brush with
greatness occurred at the
Williamstown Theater Festival
in Massachusettes four years
ago.

,

which are qualities I'd like to
see in all people."

Since coming to Murray 10
years ago, Malinauskas said he
has been involved with many
theater productions and seen
many acting hopefuls. Of the
hopefuls, he said, "It's been my
experience that the people that
There, he met playwright succeed in theater are not the
Tennessee Williams while per- people who in college play the
forming a collage of Williams' lead roles, but they are the peoworks. "Tennesee Williams is ple who play the supporting
m y fav orite playwright," roles.
Malinauskas said. "When I fm;t
"They always work. They will
began acting in college, I played
the gentleman caller in 'Glass take anything because what
they want to do is practice their
Menagerie.'
craft," he said. "They're not ex·
"He has a feel for humanity traordinary person ali ties.
and the interrelationships and They're simply honest, hard
the softness and tenderness, working craftsmen."

Among recent graduate
hopefuls, Malinauskas lists
Earl Brown and Billy
Richeson,
Malinauskas said he enjoys
the chance to work with
students, both as a director and
a speech, communication and
theater professor.
"The students are inquisitive," he said. "This is a
student-oriented institution. I
look at them as peers and colleagues. We learn together."
For Malinauskas, the move to
educational theater has been an
enjoyable one, he said. "It's a
challenging position," he said.
"It's new everyday. I really enjoy Murray and western Kentucky. For my family, it is the
ideal place to live and learn."
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WKMS campus radio station
begins fall pledge campaign
By JESSE JACKSON
Reporter

Murray State's WKMS radio
station began its annual fall
Friendship Festival Wednesd
·h h
1
ay, wit t e goa to get at least
775 pledges during the 12-day
fundraising campaign.
According to station manager
Janet Kenney, WKMS has
already started "a quiet campaign," or a new approach of
sending letters to past contributors. Almost 200 people
'
have respon de d wt.th donat tons,
she said.
This new approach, she said,
will give the festival a head
start and will bring the station
closer to reaching its goal by the
end of the 12 days.
"The station has asked supporters on campus to be cap-

tains in their particular department (for helping attain donatlons)," Kenney said.
The festival has also had its
share of snags this year, Kenney said. Lightning struck the
station's transmitter located at
Land Between the Lakes Aug.
28 and interrupted overall
broadcasting for almost two
days and in different areas
since.
"And you can_ never t~ll when
the .,phone . system m1ght go
out, she satd.
B t d ·t th
bl
. u , esp1 c
~ pro_ ~~·
Kenney sa1d she ts optlmtstic
about the festival and hopes the
goal of 775 pledges can be met.
To make a contt·ibution to the
festival, write WKMS at Box
2018 University Station; Mur·
ray, KY 42071; or call the station at 762-4737.

Activities----- - -- - - - Cont inued from Page 58
The University Center Board
(UCB) is also working on a
number of fall and winter activit,ies for Murray State
students.
Every Wednesday, a movie is
shown at 3:30, 7 and 9:30 p.m.
in the Curris Center Theater.
Admission to the 3:30 showing
is $1 with student 1dentificat.ion
and $2 without. According to
Mike Young, (Hrector of student
t.ctivities, students should
realize there is a good quality of
movies being offered for a low
price.

performing Parent's Weekend,
also.
"The Comedy zone" is a new
angle the UCB will be taking in
the Stables. Every first and
third Tuesday there will be two
up-and-coming comedians performing at 7:30p.m. The comedians have already had ex·
posure on late-night television,
Young said.

. "The board is open ~? suggestt~ns }rom .students, Yo~ng
sa1d.. If you ve seen somethm,g
you like, let us ~ow. We don t
know everythmg stu~ents
want, but we do have a dtverse
group of students who come
The UCB has also scheduled 8 together every Tuesday after. n~mber of Coffee House enter- noon to discuss programming
~amment sh~ws for the Stables ideas."
m the Curns Center. Tommy
Blaze, an up-and-coming come- • Both Baurer and Young
dian featured in Beuerly Hill& believe participation in campus
Cop II, and Barbara Bailey Hut· events has improved and that
chinson, the Coffee House the freshman class bas
Entertainer of the Year for the contributed.
past seven years, are both
"The incoming freshman are
scheduled to perform. According to Young, the Stables per- more curious about what Mur·
formers are sought after acts ray State has to offer. Publicity
who "love to perform in our has done a great job in publicizfacilities and like Murray ing events and has piqued
State." The group "1964" is students' interest," Young said.

Stop in for a quick try-on, a casual browse or
personalized make-up plan.
A beauty advisor will be happy to show you how
to create a look for fall that's right for you.

FREE

~
meRLE noRrrm· ~
~
~ J'lor>OII~hled
Sl<tn l'JrP •ind \loilc•IIP

Bel Air Center

Murray

75 3-6926

J & S Chevron
Finest quality gas and oils.
Self-service and full service.
Kerosene, cigarettes, ice,
cold drinks, snacks and
maps. Chevron and bank
cards accepted. Open
seven days a week, 6 a.m.
to 70 p.m. Your business is
greatly appreciated.
Walton "Monk" Stallons, Mgr.

Chevron

===

You can bet on it..

Bel Air Laundry
·under New Management•
Ask For Nadine

We'll wash your clothes!
$2 labor for medium wash. Furnish your own soap
Laundromat Hours
7 am.-6 p m. Monday- Saturday
Store Hours 7 a.m.- 6 p.m. Monday·
Saturday

Look for our Dry
CleanWl9 Specials
each week.
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you have.
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o Selected your classes
• Selected your teachers
• Bought your books

oFound a place to live
o Found a roommate

Bur HAVE YOU FOUND A PLACE TO WORSHIP?
J oin us as we try to worship and serve God.

WestMUITay
·: Church of Christ
:: Doran Road & Holiday Drive
:....
753-3800

A
..

..... ..
... ..
A

.. .
.

..
Our Weekly Schedule:
Sunday Morning Bible Classes-10 a.m. ....
..
Sunday morning assembly-10:50 am.
Sunday night- 6 p.m.
•..
Tuesday morning ladies' class- 9:30 a.m. ..
Wednesday night- 7 p.m.
:

..

• ..
..
-,.-.. -.. -.. -.. -.. -.. -.. -.. - ..- ..- ..- ..- ..- ..- ..- ..- ..- ..
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OPEN 24 HOURS

20%0FFany
style Creole
Chicken Dinner

4th & Chestnut
Murray

Expires 10/7/88

Expand Your World ••• Study Abroad
Become a student of the world. Spend a year or
a semester abroad for about the same cost as
staying at home. Over 100 sites in Africa,
Asia, Canada, Latin America, Europe and
Australasia offer graduate and undergraduate programs in a wide range of academic
fields .
Through the programs of the Center for
International Programs, you enroll directly
in a foreign institution and receive aca demic
credit toward your degree at Murray State. All
for about the cost of a semester at MSU.
For infonnation. contact the CIP coordinator today!
Celia Wall. Coordinator
Center for International Programs
2nd Floor. Lowry Center
762--3159

South 12th and Story Avenue-

The
Murray State
News

and bring hangers.
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!J{omecoming 1988
Ca{entfar of 'Events

NEW!
Available in : Cheese, Sausage, & Pepperoni

Friday

TRY ONE TODAY!

Sept. 30

8 a.m.

Homecoming Golf
Tournament. Miller Memorial
OoliCoune.
9 a.m.
Hom ecomlna Tennis
Tourn a me nt. Unlvenity Tennb
Court a.
10a.m.
Autoar a phlna by Mra. R uby
Krider, author of Creative
Communication: A Newborn Leaf.
Roclcing O.a.ir Lounge, Cunis
Center.
12:30 p.m. Alpha Tau Omeaa Alumni Golf
Outlna. Meet at ATO boose, 101
North 16th Street.
l p.m.
Founders Day Cer emon y in
Tribute to Harry Lee Waterfield.
Wrather Muaeum Auditorium. Public
invited.
Lam bda C hi Alpha Golf
1:30 ~.m.
Scr a mble, Murray Country Club.
Bloloay Alumni Get-together.
2:30p.m.
Hancoc:lt Biological Station.
4:30p.m. Tau Kappa E psilon Alumni
Watkin& Tour of Campus. Meet
in Art Gallery Lounge, fiJ'St floor,
Currie Center.
4:30p.m.
Dedication of Mason Hall
Aud itorium to Dr. Ruth B. Cole, f
lrst Nuraing Chair.
5:30p.m. 6th Annu al "Run tor the
Racen." S-mile course 10 begin at
Carr Health Building.
6 p.m.
Nursi ng Alu mni Banquet . Ohio
Room, Curri1 Center.
Alpha O m icr o n PI Open House
/Al um ni Reception . AOPi
Houae, 603 Nonh 16lh.
6:30p.m.
'48 FoolbaU Team Reunion.
Private dinina room, Holiday Inn,
Boston Tea Party restaurant.
Coll ege of Business & P u blic
Affairs Homecomlna Banctuet.
O m is Center Ballroom.
Home Economics Alumni •
Banquet. Miuiuippi Room,
Curris Center.
Agricultur e Alum ni Banquet.
Curril Center Small Ballroom.
Tau Kappa Epsilon Banq11et.
7 p.m.
Murray Holiday Inn, 641 South.
Della Slama PhJ Alumni
Reception . Delta Sig house, 13 15
Main Street. By invitation only.
Lady Racer Volleyball Gam e.
MSU va. Morehead State, Nonh Gym
Carr Heallh Building.
7:30 p.m.
PI Kappa Alpha Alumni
Reception . Lodge.
8 p.m.
Lambda Chi Alpha 2nd
An nual Alumni Anne:r
Recept ion.
Alpha Tau Om eaa Alumni
Reception. ATO house.
PI Kappa Alph a Alumni
9 p.m.
Meetlna. Lodge.
Alpha Tau Omega Alumni
Homecomlna Da nce. ATO house.

I

Saturday
7:30 a. m.

Oct.1

Unlnrslty Chris tian Student
Center Pancak Breakfast. 1403
Olive. No ch.arge.
7:45 a.m.
Pt Kappa Alpha Alumni
Continental Breakrast. Lodge.
8 a.m .
Colleae of Education
Breakfas t. Murray Middle School.
8:30 a.m.
Tau Kappa Epsilon A lumni
meet for parade. Ordway Hall
Sl&:ma PI Alumni meet at
9 a.m.
house, 1614 Wen Olive.
PI Kappa Alpha Alumni meet.
Murray Middle SchooL
9:30 a.m.
HOMEC OMING PARADE.
10 a.m.
Alph a Tau Omega Alumni
Brunch I Meeting.
Commonwealth Room, Curtis
Center.
10:15 a.m. Baseball Old T im er's Game.
New Reagan Field.

10:30 a.m.
11 a.m.

Alpha S lama Alpha Alumni
Brunch . Alpha Sig hooae, 203
Norlh 16lh Street
Lambda Chi Alpha a lumni and
Boa r d of T ru1tees m eetlna.

LOUETT BROS.
GULF SERU ICE

Lambda Chi house.
Alp ha D elta P I Open House.
ADPI houae, 13 13 Main Street.
Sla ma Sigma Sla m a Brunch.
Sigma howe, 1605 Miller Street.
Mi nor ity Alumni Reception .
Ordway Hall Lobby.
Slam a PI Alumn i H omecom lnJ
Bru1ch. Sigma Pi House, 1614
West Olive.
H omuomlna Sou p ac
San dw ic h Buffet. Curris Center
Ballroom.
Hotdoaaer /Cartoo11 Fest fo r
kldJ. Curria Center Theatre.
Pre-tuner at Pt Kappa Alpha
Lodae.
S la m a P I Alumni Meetlna .
Si&ma Pi bouse.
Kappa Alph a Alumni
Recept ion . KA house, 505 North
16th Street
12 :30 p.m. Pt Ka ppa A lpha. Dedication of
Oak Tree commemor~tina 301h
aMivenal)' Lodae.
I p.m.
T . . Kappa E psilon Alumni
Meet for Game. Ordway Hall.
1:45 p.m. C r ownlna of the Homecomlna
Queen. Stewart Stadium.
2 p.m.
MSU n . Tenneasee Tecb .
Stewart Stadium.

WELCOME ALUMNI
AND FANS
4th & ELM ST.- PHONE 753- 5081

MURRAY

Noon

Postgame
Postaame

Poataame

6 p.m.

Oakhurst Recep tion. 1510 West
Main.
Physics Al um ni Hom ecom ing
Recept ion. Kentucky National
Guard Armory.
J ournalism /Radio-TV Alu m ni
Reception. T~ Murray Slilte News,
ht floor, Wilson HaD.
Wom e n'• Volleyball. MSU va.
Eastern Kentucky Univ., Nonh Gym
Carr Heallh Building.
Alpha Gamma Rho Dedication
or new room. AGR house,
Coldwater Road.

6:30 p .m.

Meal for AGR Alumni. AGR
house.
7 p.m.
Lambda Chi Alpha 20th
Annlveraary Celebration
Banquet. Kenlake Hotel.
8 p.m.
AGR Alu mni Da nce. AGR house
Playhouse In the Par k
production ol "Our Town."
Delta S la m a P hi C harter
Anniversary Dinner & Dance
"IS Year s at M ur r ay S tate."
Union HaJJ, Mayfield.
Slam a P I form al Bomecomln a
Dance. Sigma Pi houae, 1614 West
Olive.
Kappa Alplla Alumlll Ba nq uet
an d Meetlna. Oolden Corral r
CltaUI'UII, South 121h SlreeL
Reception will follow atKA house.
9 p.m.
T au Kappa Epsilon Alumni
Dance. W.O.W. Building, 3rd cl:
Maple.
PI Kappa Alpha Homecomlna
Dance. Lodge.
9:30 p.m.
Lambda C hi Alph a
Hom ecoml na Dance. Kenlake
Tennia Club.
10:30 p.m. Minority Dance s ponsored by
Ml n orltyAdv laor y Cou ncil.
Roy Stewart Stadium.

:Bre.nda·s
CUenda. 1to&erts - Owner- Opera.tor
1lea.na & "-a.r(a. - Opera.tors

Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
Murray

753- 4582

Murray Plaza
Court
40 units, Air Conditioned, Electric Heat,
Telephone & TV in Rooms, Good
Restaurants Convenient
Reid & VIrginia Hale, Managers
US 641, South City Limits
Murray

WELCOME HOME ALUMNI!

t!Dtnttt 1oob

matktt, llttt.
1407 W. Main

Sunday
10 a.m.
2 p.m .

Oct. 2
Tau KaPPa Epsilon Alumni Meeting.
Place 10 be announced.
Playhouse In the Park • production~

"Our Town."

7~2682

Murray

753-4682

Best Meats In Town
Custom Barbecuing
Great Take Out Food
(hot or cold)
Call Hot Line At Owen's Deli
753-7811.

.~B
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Welcome Back Alumni
You Pick The Sport... We'll Supply The
EquipiDent and Fashion Sports Apparel
• Cycling Apparel
• Fitness (Lycra) Shorts &
Tops by Nike, Reebok,
Sub 4 and Dolphin
• Complete Tennis and
Racquetball Center
• Swimwear by Arena and
\ Speedo
• Full Selection of Hooded
Sweatshirts, Pants, and
Crews {15 Colors)
• Greek Sportswear
• Full Line of Running
Apparel
• Exercise Equip.ment

Choose from over 250
Styles of Athletic Shoes

•Reebok
•Nike
•Brooks
•Converse
•N ew Balance
• Foot Joy
• K-Swiss
• Ell esse
•H ead
•Tiger
• Prince
•Spot-Bilt
•Saucony
•Tretorn
•Wilson

• Soccer Supplies

• Racquet Stringing
• Athletic Bags
• Larg~~t Selection of
Warm-Ups In The Area
• Tennis Apparel by
Boast, Reebok, Adidas,
Nike, Court Casual,
Ell esse
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SPORTING GOODS
"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR UFE"
1 203 Chestnut St .

Phone 753·8844
Murray Ky. 42071

Paducah Off-P rice Mall
Phone 442·2220
Paducah . Ky. 42001
'•

2935A Fort Campbell Bl vd.
Phone 886·7699
Hopki nsville, Ky. 4224(.

Dyersburg Mall
Phone 901 · 286·2918
Dyers burg, Tenn.

